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 due  consideration  I  have  suggested  a  pen-
 sion  of  Rs,  73  to  Rs.  125  per  month  as  a

 support  to  a  widow.

 Some  customs  still  prevail  in  our

 country  which  do  not  allow  widow  re-

 marriage  and  as  a  result  thereof  she  has  to
 face  many  difficulties.
 to  get  employment  but  does  not  succeed,
 She  wants  to  lead  a  respectable  life  in

 society,  but  cannot  do  so.  Under  the

 Directive  Principles  of  State  Poliey  the

 Constitution  guarantees  right  to  work.  Bven
 then  she  cannot  get  employ..ent.  I  have

 brought  this  Bill  keeping  in  view  our

 present  social  structure.  I  have  prepared
 this  Bill  after  indepth  study  and  have  taken
 the  advice  of  my  friends.  We  want  to
 have  this  arrangement  for  giving  social

 security  to  them.  I  would  still  request
 you  to  reconsider  it  because  by  doing  so  we
 will  be  able  to  do  justice  to  the  widows.

 Witb  these  words  I  conclude.

 [English]

 SHRI  P.V.  NARSIMHA  RAO: I
 would  like  him  to  withdraw  this  Bill,

 Whatever  good,  useful  ideas  have  come,  we

 will  discuss  them  with  him.  If  there  is

 atything  to  be  brought  again  which  is  in

 line  with  the  policy  and  still  gives  certain

 concessions  to  women  on  a  preferential

 basis,  |  am  prepared  for  that.  But  the

 Bill  in  its  present  form  is  just

 unacceptable,

 MR,  CHAIRMAN :  What  do  you  say
 about  it  2

 SHRI  VIRDHI  CHANDER  JAIN:  I

 beg  to  move  for  leave  to  withdraw  the

 Bill  to  provide  for  payment  of  pension  to

 destitute  widows.

 MR,  CHAIRMAN  :  The  question  is  :

 “That  leave  be  granted  to
 withdraw  the  Bill  to  provide  for

 pavment  of  pension  to  destitute
 widows.”

 The  motion  vas  adopted

 ऋ  VIRDHI  CHANDER  JAIN:  I

 withdraw
 the  Bill,

 -

 She  tries  her  best

 15,50  brs.

 CONSTITUTION  (AMENDMENT)
 BILL,  1985

 (Amendment  of  Article  311)

 {English}

 SHRI  ८  JANGA  REDDY  (Hanamko-
 nda):  I  beg  to  move:

 “That  the  Bill  further  to  amend
 the  Constitution  of  India,  be  taken
 into  consideration.”

 ।  Translation]

 Mr.  Chairman,  Sir,  this  judgement  of
 the  Supreme  Court  bas  shocked  all  the

 employees  of  the  Central  and  the  State
 Government.  Several  unions  of  the
 Government  employees  have  agitated  over
 it  and  bave  submitted  memoranda  to  show
 their  disagreement  with  the  judgement.
 This  issue  has  also  been  discussed  in  the
 House  move  than  once.  We  know  that  all
 those  people  who  have  expressed  their

 Opinion  on  this  subject  here  or  outside  the

 House,  regardiess  of  the  fact  whether  they
 belong  to  the  Ruling  Party  or  the  Opposi-
 tion,  are  against  the  judgement  and  have
 stated  tbat  the  Constitution  has  to  be

 amended  again  on  the  basis  of  this

 judgement.

 SHRI  MOOL  CHAND  DAGA  (Pali)  :
 What  is  the  date  of  that  judgement  ?

 SHRI  C.  JANGA  REDDY:  Should  ।

 tell  you?  Shri  Kumaramangalam  and
 Shri  Lalit  Maken  have  made  stat.  ments,  ८  ०

 SHkI  MOOL  CHAND  DAGA  :  Whith

 is  the  judgement  ?

 SHRI  C.  JANGA  REDDY:  It  is

 regarding  Proviso  to  Article  311  (2)  (0).  -  ,

 {English}

 MR.  CHAIRMAN:  You  will  get  9p

 opportunity.
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 [Translation]

 SHRI  0.  JANGA  REDDY  :  Shri  Daga

 wants  to  test  me.  If  he  keeps  on  interru-

 pting,  how  can  I  have  my  say  7

 [English]

 SHRI  MOOL  CHAND  DAGA:  Who

 is  the  appellant,  who  is  the  respondent  ?

 What  was  the  judgement  ?

 [Translation]

 SHRI  C.  JANGA  REDDY  :  I  will  tell

 you.  Let  me  speak,

 [English]

 SHRI  MOOL  CHAND  DAGA:  What

 was  the  date  of  the  judgement  2

 SHRI  C.  JANGA  REDDY  :  11th  July,

 1985.

 SHRI  MOOL  CHAND  DAGA  :  ।

 would  like  him  to  specify  the:  date  ;  wheo

 was  the  judgement  given,  who  was  the

 petitioner?  He  bas  referred  to  the

 judgement.

 [Translation]

 SHRI  ८.  JANGA  REDDY:  I  am

 telling  vou,  Shri  Daga.  just  listen  to  me.  .

 UInterruptions)  .  If  you  want  to  know  the

 taste  of  the  food  before  it  has  been  eaten

 then  how  can  I  tell  vou  that  ?
 The

 food

 is  being  cooked  at  present  and  spices  are

 being  mixed...--  (Interruptions).  ८  -  ०  ०  *

 This  judzement  was  delivered  on  11th  Julys

 1985  by  the  Supreme  Court  in  the  case  of

 Tulsiram  Pate!  who  worked  as  an  Auditor

 in  the  Department  of  Defence  at  Jabalpur.

 One  of  his  increments  was  stopped  without

 apy  prior  notice.  When  he  enquired  about

 it  from  the  Regional  Officer,  the  latter
 not

 only  refused  to  answer  him,  but  aleo  hit  him

 on  his  head  in  anger.  Subsequently,  the

 jssue  was  taken  to  the  Court.  The  judge-

 ment  was  delivered  and  punishment  was

 awarded  to  him  but  later  on  the  Session

 Court  acquitted  him,  Subsequently,
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 without  serving  any  prior  notice,  he  was
 dismissed  from  service  under  Article  3
 (2)  (b).  Asaresult  of  his  dismissal,  be
 filed  a  Writ  Petition  under  Articles

 226-227  in  the  Madhya  Pradesh  High
 Court  against  his  compulsory  retirement.

 The  High  Court  accepted  his  Write  for
 reinstatement  on  the  basis  of  the  Supreme
 Court  judgement  of  1975  given  in  Chellap-

 pan  Case.  A  Supreme  Court

 compriring  five  judges,  gave  a  judgement
 op  11th  July  that  under  Article  311  (2)

 (७),  any  Government  employee  can  be
 removed  from  service  merely  showing  the

 reasons  on  record  but  without  informing
 him  of  the  charges  leveled  against  him.
 This  judgement  was  given  after  over-ruling
 the  judgement  given  by  hon.  Justice
 Krishna  Iyer  and  hon.  Justice  Fazal  Ali
 in  the  Chellappan  case  under  Article  14.
 That  is  why  a  demand  has  been  made  in  the
 Lok  Sabha  to  emend  it  and  thcse  Members
 of  Parliament  who  are  connected  with
 Trade  Union  movement  have  supported  it.
 Therefore,  before  the  amendment  ”  made,
 jit  has  to  be  considered  as  to  how  the
 President  and  Governors  have  been  shown
 as  Government  servants.  We  are  aware
 that  our  Constitution  has  drawn  its  features
 from  the  British  and  other  constitutions.
 Before  that  we  were  ruled  by  ‘rajahs’  who
 could  recruit  or  dismiss  employees  from
 their  service  at  will,  The  Government

 employees  are  not  the  servants  of  ‘rajahs’  :
 they  are  public  servants.  As  it  is  clearly
 mentioned  in  Article  310.0  :

 [Engiish]

 “Except  as  expressly  provided  by
 this  Constitution,  every  person  who
 is  a  member  of  a  defence  service
 or  of  a  civil  service  of  the  Union
 or  of  an  all  India  service  or  holds
 any  post  connected  with  defence
 or  any  civil  post  under  the  Unioo
 holds  office  during  the  pleasure
 of  the  President,  and  every  person
 who  is  a  member  of  a  civil  service
 of  a  State  or  holds  any  civil.  post
 under  a  State  holds  office  during
 the  pleasure  of  the  Governor  of
 the  State.

 (2)  Notwithstanding  that

 holding  a  civil  post  under  the

 Bench

 -  person

 i
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 Union  or  a  State  holds  office

 during  the  pleasure  of  the  Presi-
 dent  or,  as  the  case  may  be,  of  the
 Governor  of  the  State,  any
 contract  under  which  a  person,  not

 being  a  member  of  a  defence
 service  or  of  an  all-India  service
 of  a  civil  service  of  the  Union  or  a
 State  is  appointed  under  this
 Constitution  to  hold  such  a  post
 may,  if  the  President  or  the
 Governor  as  the  case  may  be,
 deems  it  necessary  in  order  to
 secure  the  services  of  person
 having  special  qualifications,
 provide  for  the  payment  to  him  of
 compensation,  if  before  the
 expiration  of  ao  agreed  period
 that  post  is  abolished...  vacate
 that  post.’’

 [Translation]

 In  Article  310,  it  has  been  provided,
 that  the  employees  hold  any  post  at  the

 pleasure  of  the  President  and  the  Governor
 but  in  order  to  have  a  check  07  this  power
 it  has  been  inentioned  clearly  in  Article
 311.0  that  :

 (Bnglish]

 "ठ  person  who  is  a  member  of
 a  civil  service  of  the  Union  or  80
 all-India  service  or  a  civil  service
 of a  State  or  holds  a_  civil  post
 under  the  Union  or  ।  State  shall

 be  dismissed  or  removed  by  an
 authority  subordinate  to  that  by
 which  he  was  appointed.

 (2)  No  such  person  as  aforesaid  shall

 be  dismissed  or  removed  or
 reduced  in  rank  except  after  an

 inquiry  in  which  he  has  been

 informed  of  the  charges  against
 him  and  given  a_  reasonable

 Opportunity  of  being  heard  in

 respect  of  those  charges...”

 [Translation]

 It  has  been  clearly  mentioned  in

 Article  311  (2)  that  no  Govetament  '
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 servant  can  be  dismissed  or  removed  from
 Service,  unti]  he  has  been  given  a  reasona-
 ble  opportunity  of  being  heard  in  respect
 of  the  charges  against  him.  A  study  of
 our  constitution  before  the  42nd  amend-
 ment  was  made  shows  that  the  framers  of
 our  Constitution  had  thought  about  such  a
 situation.  They  might  have  drawn  certain.
 features  from  the  British  Constitution,  yet
 it  has  been  clearly  mentioned  that :

 [English]

 “No  such  person  as  aforesaid
 shall  be  dismissed  or  removed  or
 reduced  in  rank  except  after  an.
 inquiry  ‘0  which  he  has  been:
 informed  of  the  charges  against -
 him  and  given  a  reasonable  opport- |
 unity  of  being  heard  in  respect  of  :,
 those  charges,  and  where  it  is’
 proposed,  after  such  -  inquiry,  :.
 to  impose  on  him  any  such’
 penalty,  until  he  has  been  given
 reasonable  opportunity  after ८
 making  a  representation  on  the}
 penalty  proposed,  but  only  on

 the  |
 basis  of  the  evidence

 adduced  <
 during  such  inquiry.  प्

 16.01  bre.

 [SHRI  SHARAD  DIGHE  in  the  Chair.]

 [Translation]

 Herc  there  is  a  mention  of  giving  two
 opportunities.  Prict  tothe  42nd  amend-
 ment  of  the  Cons  :iiution,  made  during  the

 Emargency  period,  it  was  clearly  meotioned
 that  during  the  .ourse  of  enquiry  employee
 should  be  informed  of  the  charges  again:t
 him,  and  given  a  reasorab'e  opportunity  of

 being  heard  in  respect  of  those  charges.
 This  provided  him  80  opportunity  to  clarify
 bis  position  and  in  case,  the  employers
 were  not  satisfied  with  his  clarifications,
 the  same  was  intimated  to  him  and  at  the

 time  of  announcing  punishment  he  was  told
 that  such  and  sucb  punishment  was  being
 considered  for  him  but  a  second  opport.
 ublty  was  to  be  given  and  a  show-cauge
 notice  served.  Thos  is  an  ampie  proof  of
 the  fact  tha:  our  Foundwg  Father  had
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 made  it  clear  that  Government  servants
 must  be  given  two  opportunities  before
 actually  being  dismissed  from  service.

 Again,  it  is  clear  that  a  Government
 employee  needs  to  be  served  with  a  show-
 cause  notice  before  dismissal,  and  that

 opportunities  should  be  given  to  him  to
 explain  bis  case  before  awarding  him  even
 the  smallest  punishment.  This  was  their
 line  of  thinking.  Now,  insertion  of  the
 word  ‘pleasure’  does  not  imply  that
 that  President  or  the  Governor  can  take
 decisions  arbitrarily.  In  Britain,  it  was
 felt  earlier  that  ‘she  King  can  do  no  wrong’.
 This  theory  was  in  vogue  earlier,  but
 later  on  Government  servants  were  provi-
 ded  the  opportunities  to  explain  their  point
 of  view.  And  should  our  country  which
 claims  to  be  a  democratic  republic  enforce
 such  laws?  It  is  not  proper  to  make  use

 of  President’s  name  io  this  manner,  when
 we  consider  him  no  less  than  an  Bmperor.
 As  we  are  a  democratic  nation,  every
 Government  employee  must  be  provided
 such  an  opportunity  before  his  dismissal.
 I  have  read  the  Constitution  as  it  was
 before  the  Emergency  period.  You  may
 look  at  the  subsequent  interepretation  of

 (b).  In  the  case  of  Chellappan  he  was
 dismissed  from  service  in  spite  of  his

 acquittal  in  the  criminal  case  under  prvviso
 (s)  of  Article  311.  When  the  case  was  taken
 to  the  Supreme  Court  he  was  reinst  ated
 into  service  under  Article  14,  under  the

 principle  of  Natural  Justice.  They  must
 be  provided  the  opportunity.  Even  during
 the  British  rule,  such  an  opportunity  was

 provided.  If  we  study  section  96  (b)  of
 the  Government  of  India  Act  1935,  we
 shall  find  that  such  an  opportunity  was

 provided  to  the  Government  employees
 even  in  those  days.
 our  being  a  democratic  country,  Govern-
 ment  servants  are  considered  as  slaves.

 SHRI  GIRDHARI  LAL  VYAS
 (Bhilwara)  :  Word  ‘slave’  is  unpafliamen-
 tary  :  it  should  be  expunged.

 SHRI  ८  JANGA  REDDY  :  Shri  Vyas
 is  a  trade  Union  leader,  who  considers  all
 the  Government  employees  as  slaves  of
 the  Goverament,

 MR,  CHAIRMAN  :  I  would  examine
 ॥  and  give  my  ruling  accordingly.

 NOVEMBER  7,  ””6

 Bul  today,  in  spite  of

 Coust,  (Amat.)  Bilt  360

 SHRIC,  JANGA  REDDY:  If  it  is
 unpatliamentary  then  tbe  hon.  Chairmso
 will  look  into  it.

 I  want  to  tell  that  the  judgements
 delivered  by  the  Supreme  Court  in  very
 important  cases  have  been  repealed  and
 revoked.  We  must  know  that  there  are  12
 million  Government  employees  in  this
 country.  Even  the  leaders  of  the  Congress
 Party  are  opposed  to  it.  You  can  have  a
 look  at  the  statement  of  Shri  Lalit
 Maken  -

 [English]

 Late  Lalit  Maken  M.P.  had  Said:
 “The  judgement  had  put  12  million
 Government  employees  in  jeopardy.  Who
 will  determine  as  to  whether  the  dismissa)
 is  in  public  interest  2  Employees  will  have
 to  depend  on  the  mercy  of  the
 bureaucrats,”

 Translation]

 You  should  make  a  detailed  study  of  it.
 All  the  journalists  and  the  newspapers  are

 against  it.  You  should  understand  :hbis.  J  want
 tO  assure  you  that  it  is  against  the  interests
 of  the  employees.  Even  after  the  views
 expressed  by  so  many  people,  the  hon,
 Minister  says  that  this  parameter  has  beep
 given  tous  by  the  Supreme  Court.  We
 should  know  as  to  how  Jong  this  parameter
 is?  The  (b)  part  of  it  should  be
 withdrawn,  which  says  -

 [English]

 Article  311  (2)

 “No  such  person  as  aforesaid  shall  be
 distainsed  or  removed  or  reduced  in  rank
 except  after  an  enquiry  in  which  he  has  been
 informed  of  the  charges  against  him  and
 given  a  reasonable  opportunity  of  being
 heard  in  respect  of  those  charges.

 Provided  further  that  this  clause  shal!
 not  apply  to  impose  upon  him  any  such
 penalty,  such  penalty  may  be  imposed  ono
 the  basis  of  the  evidence  adduced  during
 such  inquiry  and  it  shall  not  be  necessary
 to  give  such  person  any  opportunity  of
 making  representation  on  the  penalty
 proposed ;
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 Provided  further  that  this  clause  shall

 pot  apply—”’

 [P-anslation)

 He  has  told  this  but  it  bas  not  been

 enforced  at  three  places.

 (English)

 (a)  Where a  person  is  dismissed  or

 removed  or  reduced  in  rank  on

 the  ground  of  couduct  which  has

 let  to  his  conviction  on  a  criminal

 charge’.

 [Translation]

 Here, I  want  to  tell  you  that  if  a

 Government  servant  is  involved  in  a

 criminal  case.  he  can  be  d'smissed,

 irrespective  of  the  place  where  he  mny  be

 serving  but  this  provision  that  he  can  plead

 his  case  or  engage  a  lawyer  in  the  civil

 court  or  criminal  court  does  exist  even

 there.  Implicitly,  we  find  that  if  someone

 is  convicted  under  Proviso  (a),  then  he  can

 be  dismissed  from  service  without  any

 show  cause  notice,  But  before  awarding

 punishment  to  him  he  is  granted  a  chance

 to  engage  3  lawyer  to  p‘ead  his  innocence

 and  if  even  after  this  he  gets  punishment
 then  this  is  justified,  I  want  to  tell  you

 that  here  also  in  a  way,  they  are  clearly

 getting  opportunity  in  (a)  apd  (b)  :

 [English)

 “(b)  Where  the  authority  empowered

 to  dismiss  or  remove  a  person  or  to  ।  20006

 him  in  rank  is  satisfied  that  for  some

 reason,  to  be  recorded  by  that  authority  ।

 writing,  it  is  not  reasonably  practicable  to

 bold  such  inquiry.”

 [Zranslation]

 ।  do  not  understand  it.  If  any  person

 docs  not  behave  properly  with  bis  officer,
 he  can  be  dismissed  then  and  there,  In

 the  evening,  orders  816  issued  and  the  next

 morning  he  is  relieved  of  his  duties.  What

 purpose  will  it  serve?  Heavens  are  not

 going  to  fall  if  a  period  of  15  days  is  given

 tobim  to  explain  his  case?  Even  if
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 someone  is  awarded  capital  punishment  he

 gets  achance  to  plead  his  case  but  (b)
 has  such  provision  that  an  officer  can
 dismiss  his  employee  on  such  petty  grounds
 as  he  has  smoked  before  him  or  has  abused
 him  or  has  occupied  a  chair-in  his  presence
 and  for  that  be  can  record  any  feason  on
 the  file  as  he  has  not  to  intimate  it  to  the

 employee.  That  is  why  'e  want  a  change
 in  the  procedure  of  the  Confidential  Report
 iteelf,  For  that  also  the  employee  should
 be  given  a  show-cause  notice  but  there  is
 no  provision  for  it.  He  can  be  dismissed
 by  intimating  2  or  3  imaginary  reasons.
 A  person  who  has  been  working  till
 yesterday  evening  can  be  fired  from  his
 service  next  mornving.  He  would  not  be
 intimated  about  the  reason  recorded  in  the
 file  because  :

 [English]

 ‘There  is  no  need  to  show  any  reason,
 kindly  go’.

 [{Tanslation  ]

 And  if  he  dares  to  stay  there  then  the

 police  may  be  called  to  throw  him  out.
 ‘this  should  not  happen  in  a  democratic
 country  ;  it  is  possible  only  in  autocracy.
 This  is  a  way  to  keep  the  Government
 employees  under  thumb  to  force  them  to
 do  legal  or  illegal  works.  If  they  do  not

 carry  out  the  biddings  of  the  officers,  they
 can  be  dismissed  on  one  or  the  other
 pretext.  There  are  many  such  instances ।
 I  would  mention  one  of  them  to  you.  A
 railway  employee  Shri  ८  Ramarao  who
 had  complained  to  the  Minister  about  the
 bunglings  of  his  officers,  was  susp:nued  on
 the  pretext  of  being  1816  by  15  miutes  but
 this  was  not  the  actual  reason.  Tue
 actual  reasons  was  that  he  had  complaiued
 against  high  officers.  Can  discipune  be
 maintained  in  this  way?  This  will  not
 ouly  encourage  dictatorship  but  also
 bureaucracy,  and  big  officers  will  start

 exploiting  the  lower  staff.  This  verdict
 has  proved  that  bu-eaucrats  cau  take  any
 action  against  anybody.  If  somebouy  does
 something  wrong  and  for  that  if  be  15  giveu
 a  show  Cause  notice  of  15  days  then  it  ”
 not  going  to  harm  anyooe.  You  nave

 powers  to  take  disciplinary  action  under
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 which  you  cap  suspend  him,  and  serve  him

 a  show  cause:  notice.  If  he  issues  some

 undesirable  orders  under  his  signatures,  he

 can  be  asked  to  go.  What  type  of

 Democracy  is  it?  If  the  Constitution  is

 not  in  the  interest  of  the  people  then  it

 will  have  to  be  amended.  It  has  not  been

 gifted  to  us,  we  have  ourselves  framed

 this  Constitution  for  ourselves.  We

 should  amend  it  as  an  experiment.  This

 House  must  amend  such  laws.  This  judge-
 ment  is  against  the  interests  of  12  million

 Government  employees.  Justice  Krishna

 Iyer  has  already  said  that  it  is  a  death

 sentence  without  warrant.  It  is  an  ecodo-

 mic  death  sentence.  (Jnserruptions)

 SHRI  MOOL  CHAND  DAGA:  You

 have  made  your  point  clear.

 SHRI  C.  JANGA  REDDY:  We

 patiently  listen  to  your  views  on  all  your

 Bills.  Now,  I  bave  presented  one  Bill.

 Why  do  you  not  listen  to  me?  You  are

 a  very  experienced  person.

 [English}

 SHRI  Y.S.  MAHAJAN  (Jalgaon)  :  How

 much  time  is  to  be  given  to  the  mover  ?

 MR.  CHAIRMAN  :  Let  me  explain,
 It  is  an  important  Bill.

 [Translation]

 SHRI  ८  JANGA  REDDY  :  ।  want  to

 remined  you  that  if  a  personnel  in  the

 Armed  Forces  indulges  in  indiscipline,  he

 is  court  martiaJled  for  that.  Bvenhe  is

 given  a  chance  to  plead  his  case,  where  the

 security  of  the  country  is  involved,  Here,

 ॥  ‘  not  proper  to  remove  a  Government

 employee  from  the  service  merely  to  satisfy
 the  whims  of  bureaucracy.  I  only  want

 this  much  amendment  that  (b)  should  be

 deleted  from  (a),  (b)  and  (c)  and  (a)  and  (c)

 should  be  retained.  This  is  a  minor

 amendment  and  not  a  major  one.

 Article  311.0  (2)  (b)  seould  be

 withdrawn  and  the  Article  renumbered.  I

 want  that  all  the  hon.  Members,  sitting
 here  should  support  it.  I  would  request
 the  Government  9180  to  pass  this  Bill.  The

 resen'ment  among  the  Government

 employees  cannot  be  removed  by  the
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 executive  instructions  issued  by  you  as

 these  are  bureaucracy  oriented  instructions.

 I  would  request  the  hon.  Minister  that  the

 injustice  being  done  to  the  {2  million

 Government  employees,  should  be  removed

 and  this  amendment  accepted.

 (English)

 MR.  CHAIRMAN :  Now,  there  is

 notice  of  amendments  to  the  motion  for
 consideration  given  by  Shri  Mool  Cdand

 Daga.

 SHRI  MOOL  CHAND  DAGA  (Pali)  :
 I  beg  to  move  :

 “That  the  Bill  be  circulated  for
 the  purpose  of  eliciting  opinion
 thereon  by  20th  February,  1987."

 MR.  CHAIRMAN  :  Motion  moved  ?

 “That  the  Bill  furlher  to  amend
 the  Constitution  of  India,  be
 taken  into  Consideration.

 DR,  0.5.  Rajhans.

 [Translation]

 DR.  G.S.  RAJHANS  (Jhanjharpur) :
 Mr.  Chairman,  Sir,  the  Bill  introduced  by
 Shri  Janga  Reddy  is  very  important  in  many
 respects  and  for  the  last  one  year,  and

 especially  after  the  verdict  of  the  Supreme
 Court,  this  issue  has  been  under  discussion
 in  some  way  or  the  other.  The  problem
 has  two  facets.  One  is,  we  have  to  sce
 whether  merely  by  becoming  a  Government
 employee,  one  gets  the  right  to  remain  in
 service  for  ever  or  whether  same  law
 should  apply  irrespective  of  the  person
 being  employed  in  a  private  uncertaking  or
 a  Government  undertaking.  Secondly,  it
 is  to  be  seen  that  no  injustice  is  done  to
 1.20  crore  Government  employees.  They
 fear  that  their  officers  will  have  power  to
 dismiss  them  from  service  without  any
 reasons,  So  far  as  I  understand,  the  rule
 applies  to  those  officers  also.  You  can  go
 to  any  Government  office  and  find  whether
 even  50  per  cent  employees  are  doing  their
 work  honestly  2?  And  whether  eveu  those
 who  do  their  work,  are  performing  heir
 duties  properly?  I  am  expressing’  ihese
 views  out  of  my  personal  experience,  The
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 employees  in  banks  and  government  offices
 force  their  managers  and  officers  to  grant
 them  over-time  as  they  do  not  perform
 their  duties  well  and  the  over-time  has  to

 be  granted  to  get  the  work  done.  Their
 officers  are  forced  -  do  the  work  which

 the  employees  are  suppoced  to  do.  It  -

 true  that  the  press  and  the  opposition
 severely  criticised  Emergeney  bot  if  you  go
 to  the  public  even  today,  it  will  advocate
 {te  justification.  It  is  not  my  byt  tbe

 public  view.  Why  people  express  this

 opinion?  Because  during  Emergency
 they  got  reliefs;  the  hospitals  functioned

 properly,  the  trains  were  in  time  and  post
 offices  functioned  properly.  Just  now  you
 heard  about  Telecommun'catiuns.  I  have

 nothing  to  say  about  it.  My  brother  in

 Bibar  is  seriously  ill  and  for  the  last
 severel  days  I  have  been  trying  to  make  a

 lightnisg  call  withovt  any  success.  Why
 such  people  should  not  be  dtsmissed ?
 Should  we  advocate  that  the  Government

 should  not  take  any  work  from  its  emplo-

 yees  and  go  on  paying  them  salaries  for

 sitting  idle.  The  Government  employees
 of  this  country  forcibly  claimed  salary  for

 13  months  for  working  for  12  months,
 We  want  that  justice  should  be  meted  out

 to  them  and  that  they  should  not  be

 dismissed  without  any  reason...  But  the

 Gover;  ment  employees  should  honestly
 tell  if  tbeir  present  behaviour  is  justified.
 Therefore,  the  time  has  come  when  a

 national  consensus  should  be  reached
 in  the  country.  It  is  right  that  they  should
 not  be  sacked  without  any  reason  but  there
 should  be  no  hesitation  in  throwing  out  a

 fish  infecting  the  whole  pond.  On  the  one

 hand  we  want  to  modernise  onr  country
 and  want  to  take  it  to  the  21st  century  and

 on  the  otherfhand,  we  are  being  pulled
 back.  The  important  question  before  us

 is  that  when  there  is  insecurity  of  job
 in  the  private  secter,  the  same  should  be  in

 the  Government  undertakings  also.  I  give

 you  ।  small  example.  The  employees  in

 the  Private.  Sector  warns  his  employees
 that  :

 [Eng  lish]

 ‘If  you  are  not  able  to  deliver  the

 goods  by  tomorrow,  you  are  out  2

 [Translation]

 And  due  to  this  approach  there  is  so

 moeh  efficiency  in  foreign  countries  as  well
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 as  in  our  country  and  the  production  and

 work  output  is  immense.  But  when  some-

 one  gets  confirmed  in  a  Government  service

 or  in  Public  Sectur  Undertaking,  he  openly

 declares  that  no  body  can  get  work  from

 bim.  Whether  he  is  an  J.AS.,  I.P.S.  or

 LF.S.  officer  or  even  a  petty  clerk,  they  all

 mock  at  the  politicians  and  Ministers.  In

 this  country  though  the  Constitution  is

 there.  but  the  real  power  does  not  lie  in

 tte  hands  of  the  elected  representatives
 of  the  people.  Elected  representative  in

 Europe  are  corsidered  garbage  and  are

 dismissed  as  casua!  workers.  Everywhere
 in  our  country,  people  pamper  the  I.A.S.;
 I.P.S.  officers  and  other  bureaucrats  and  I

 have  seen  Ministers  pampering  bureaucrats.
 If  anyone  has  let  down  this  country,  it  is

 the  bureaucracy.  Time  has  come  to  change
 this  bureaucracy  ;  otherwise  it  will  elimi-

 nate  us.  The  situation  has  deteriorated
 80  much  that  the  bureaucracy  does  not
 want  to  listen  to  any  elected  representative.
 An  I.A.S.  officer  who  becomes  a  Collector,
 Additional  Collector  or  S.P.O.  and  an
 LP.S_  officer  who  becomes  S.P.,  of

 Additional]  S.P.  considers  himself  notbing
 less  than  a  king)  Ido  not  know  whether
 it  is  permissible  but  he  forcibly  keeps  upto
 25  orderlies  and  in  this  illegal  manner,
 hundreds  of  orderlies  are  there  to  serve
 him.  He  behaves  Jike  a  Mughal  emperor
 800  people  bow  before  him.

 I  have  already  said  that  our  country
 is  divided  into  two  parts  ?  one  is  India  and
 the  other  is  ‘Bharat’.  India  is  that  part
 where  people  speak  English  with  the  twist
 of  their  tongue  ard  where  people  send
 their  children  to  public  schools  to  make
 them  LA'S.  or  J.P.S.  officers  because  these
 1.A.S.  and  IP.S.  officers  consider  them-
 selves  ‘kings’.  The  other  part  is  ‘Bharat’
 which  consists  of  the  poor  and  the

 hapless  and  for  whom  even  drinking  water
 is  not  available.  Their  fate  is  4०  suffer  at
 the  hands  of  these  bureaucrats  and  to  serve
 them.  If  we  do  not  sce  the  writing  on  the
 wall  and  do  not  become  practical,  then
 for  how  long  the  public  will  tolerate  us?
 This  is  not  a  question  which  Concerns  a
 single  party.  We  shoud  rise  above  party
 considerations  and  should  see  why  a
 handful  of  English  speaking  bureaucrats  are
 ruling  over  the  whole  country  and  why
 should  we  allow  all  this  to  happen  7  If
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 thev  alsn  face  insecurity  Of  job  an}  know
 that  they  can  also  be  sacked  for  their
 mistakes  like  the  managers  in  private
 sector,  then  they  will  mend  themselyes.  J
 ato  revealing  8  secret  to  you.  You  go  to
 any  State.  You  will  find  that  every  ह,  ..  ५.
 and  I.P.S.  officer  has  a  bungalow  worth
 about  Rs,  50  'akhs  in  the  State  capital.
 :  there  any  Government  which  is  ready  to

 enquire  honestly  in  this  matter  and  disclose
 the  facte?  We  the  elected  representa-
 tives,  wil!  go  on  fighting  with  each  other
 and  criticise  one  ancther  but  what  are  we

 doing  to  tackle  the  one’  who  are  befooling
 us,  sucking  our  blood  and  provoking  us  to

 fight  against  one  another  The  bureaucrats
 area  very  clever  and  shrewd  class  and
 are  a  clocely  unit  fraternity.  Whatever
 you  say  about  socialism  and  20  Point
 Programme,  they  do  not  pay  any  attention.
 They  will  do  only  what  they  consider  fit.

 You,  all  the  elected  representatives  present
 here  tell  honestly  95  to  how  many  bureau-
 crats  let  your  programmes  succeed  7  Is  it
 not  our  duty  to  tell  these  bureaucrats  that

 they  ure  liable  ¢>  mislead  the  public.
 We  shall  lead  and  guide  the  country  as  the

 people  have  veted  us  and  who  are  they  to
 guide  the  people.  We  81081]  not  allow
 them  to  do  all  this.  We  shall  support  their
 case  if  there  is  insecurity  of  job  but  we
 would  also  like  some  High  Court  Judge  to

 enquire  into  the  huge  properties  amassed
 by  the  bureaucrats  and  guilty  ones  to  be
 dismissed.  No  sympathy  should  be  shown
 to  them,

 Sir,  you  will  be  surprised  to  know  that

 just  10  days  ago,  it  was  published  in  all
 the  newspapers  of  the  country  that  an
 1.P.S.  officer  had  embezzled  crores  of
 rupees  in  some  purchase  deal.  The  LA.S.
 officers  awarded  medals  for  efficiency  and

 honesty  have  Misiappropriated  crores  of
 rupees.  You  will  be  even  mroe  surprised
 to  know  that  8  lady  J.P.S.  officer  pleaded
 her  ignorance  along  the  goings  on,  stating
 that  she  being  a  new  comer,  the  clerk  got  to
 her  signatures  on  the  papers,

 Sir, 1  would  request  the  hon.  Minister
 that  time  has  come  to  take  some  action
 and  not  to  overlook  it  any  more  as  the
 people  of  the  country  cannot  wait  for  long.
 It  may  be  that  you  are  a  supporter  of

 bureaucracy  but  you  must  take  inte
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 account  that  to  what  extent  this  bureauer-

 acy  is  dominating  the  country?  They
 befoo!  others  and  enjoy  themselves.  They
 are  not  accountable to  anyone.  When  it
 comes  to  us,  we  are  held  accountable  to
 our  constituency,  our  State  and  the  entire
 country  but  these  I.P.S.  officers  who  have
 embezzled  crores  of  rupees  are  still  holding
 high  posts  in  Bihar.  Neither  the  Chief
 Minister  of  Bihar  nor  the  Centre  dare  to
 take  action  against  them.

 Now  these  LAS  and  LPS.  officers
 have  formes  their  associations.  You  take
 any  action  against  them  and  their
 association  takes  up  their  case.  Is  there
 any  law  under  which  we  may  debar  them
 from  forming  associations?  If  there
 could  be  barefoot  bureaucrats  in  China,
 why  the  same  cannot  be  in  India?  How
 many  officers  and  Sub-Divisional  Officers
 visit  a  flood  or  drought  hit  area  in  any
 State?  Everyone is  having  his  pound  of
 flesh  in  the  loot,  We  are  in  a  very  crucial
 phase  of  history.

 [English]

 We  are  on  the  cross-roads  of  history.

 [Translation]

 If  we  do  not  contro!  the  bureaucracy
 immediately  then  it  will  eliminate  us  and
 that  will  be  a  sad  day  for  the  country.

 In  brief,  I  waat  to  say  only  this  much
 that  public  servants  earning  below  a  certain
 salary  should  be  granted  some  job  security
 but  t  ue  picture  of  the  top  level  bureaucrats
 should  be  projected  before  the  People  and
 in  no  case  they  should  be  granted  job
 security.

 [Engli,h]

 SHRI  Y.  8,  MAHAJAN  (Jalgaon)  :
 Mr.  Chairman  Sir,  Our  Constitution  is  the
 beat  in  the  world.  It  was  framed by  the
 Constituent  Assembly  over  g  course  of
 years  under  the  leadership  of  Pundit
 Nebra;  Sbri  Vallabh  Bhai  Pate)  and  Dr.
 Ambedkar,  It  consists  of  the  best  parts
 of  the  Constitutions  in  the  world,  9

 "They  thought  that  we  abould  bave a
 very  effisient  bureaucracy,.  Therefore,  they
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 provided  for  its  security,  Section  311
 Provides  for  security  to  the  members  of
 the  civil  service  in  this  country.  Today
 their  number  is  about  a  few  millions.  They
 are  the  backebcne  of  our  administrative
 structure  and  it  is  they  who  claim  the  res-

 ponsibility  of  implementing  al)  our  plans
 with  regard  to  socio-economic  development.

 All  these  years  we  bave  been  saying
 that  we  have  failed  at  the  implemencation
 stage  becante  the  administration  is
 not  efficient.  More  then  that,  the

 adtoinistration  is  not  only  not

 efficient,  but  also  it  is  corrupt.
 Instances  of  corruption  have  been  given
 by  the  previous  speaker  Dr,  Raj  Hans,

 Everyday  we  come  across  such  instances  ;
 but  we  cannot  remove  them.  Even  the

 head  of  a  department  cannot  remove

 even  a  Class-[V  servant  because  he  appeals
 to  the  district  court,  then  high  court  and

 fioally  to  the  supreme  court.  The  courts

 take  the  side  of  the  undor-dog  and  he is

 re-instated  with  full  payments  of  his

 salary  which  he  was  not  getting  during  the

 period  of  his  suspension.

 It  is  this  which  has  reduced  the  rate  of

 our  social  and  economic  growth  for  the

 last  so  many  years.  The  Bill  says  that,
 Article  311  2(b)  simply  says  that  where  it

 is  not  possible  of  practicable  to  carry  out

 an  inquiry,  the  authority  concerned  should

 give  reasons  and  then  dismiss  or  ‘erminate

 the  service  or  reduce  the  statas  of  the

 lower  officer  concerned.  This  is  only  one

 thiag  which  should  be  taken  into  account.

 I  will  suggest  that  the  reasons  should  be

 communicated  to  the  officer  concerned,

 That  is  not  provided  in  the  Constitution,

 If  that  is  provided,  I  think  most  of  the

 objections  to  the  judgement  of  the  Supreme
 Court  will  vanish,  I  thiok  we  have  made

 security  a  shibboleth  in  this  country.  It  is

 the  excesssive  security  enjoyed  by  the

 goverment  servants  which  bas  come  in  the

 way  of  their  efficiency  and  has  encouraged

 enetuption.

 Everybody  knows  that  a  certain  person
 bas  made  tonnes  of  money,  His  salary
 may  be  Re.  2000/-  per  month;  but  he

 -  propetty  worth  Rs.  50  jakhs,  one
 Ctere.or  two  crores.  We  cannot do  any-
 thing,  we  cannot’  go  (0  court,  we  cannot
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 prove  it  because  the  taw  asiways  says
 that  you  cannot  convict  ।  person  unless
 there  is  convincing  proof.  The  Jaw  relatie
 ing  to  corruption  is  a  part  of  the  criminal
 law.  Therefore,  it  is  not  possible  to
 prove  to  the  bil  the  guilt  of  a  eorrupt  pere
 son  and  therefore,  he  escapes.  If  you  try
 to  give  absolute  security  a8  proposed  by
 Shri  Reddy,  you  will  ruio  the  country.
 That  is  may  contention.  Therefore,
 the  security  aspect  that  we  have  at  the
 moment  is  quite  sufficient.  There  is  no
 case  for  removing  the  Section  as  suggested
 by  Mr.  Janga  Reidy.  We  can  58]%  if  there
 are  reasons  the  same  should be  put  ia
 black  and  white  and  communiceted  to  the
 person  concerned,

 Tam  surprised,  Sir,  that  the  Opposi-
 tion  parties  should  have  objected  to  the
 Supreme  Court  judgement  because  at  least
 they  more  than  we  should  say  that  the
 Administration  is  inefficient  and  corrupt,
 Why  should  they  not  realise  and  help  io
 the  development  of  the  country  by  seeing
 that  the  Administration  becomes  honest
 and  efficient.  If  you  give  excessive  security
 then  you  ruin  all  our  plans  for  socio:
 economic  development.  Therefore,  I
 suggest  that  there  is  absolutely  no  case  for
 re-consideration  of  Article  31]  or  much
 less  drop  311  (2)  (9)  as  has  been

 suggested by  Mr.  Janga  Reddy,

 SHRI  AJOY  BISWAS  (Tripura  West)  :
 -.  Chairman,  Sir, I  rise  to  support  the
 Bill,  I  thank  Mr,  Janga  Reddy  that  he
 has  brought  a  very  important  Bill  be
 fore  the  august  House  because  1.20  crore
 Contral  Government  emp'oyees  are  {nvol-
 vedio  this  Bill,  We  find  outside  Parlig-
 ment  many  State  Government  emp'oyces
 are  demonstrating  and  dema:‘ding  that
 Articles  310  and  311  (2)  (8)  (b)  and  (टो
 should  be  removed  from  the  Constitution,
 Articles  310  and  31%  are  blots  onthe
 Indian  Constitution.  Mr.  Janga  Reddy,  I
 think,  seeks  to  remove  these  blots  from  the
 Constitution  to  protect  the  rights  of  the
 State  and  Central  Government  employees.
 Lakhs  and  lakhs  of  Governm:n!  employees.
 think  that  like  a  Democies  sword  it  always
 hangs  over  their  head  and  they  ase  always
 under  constant  fear  of  being  dismissed  by

 thie
 black  provision.
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 The  latest  Supreme  Court  judgement
 has  also  created  more  problems  for  the.
 Government  employees,  The  Supreme
 Court  judgement  has  revised  the  earlier
 decision  of  the  same  Supreme  Court.  Io
 1974  the  Supreme  Court  gave  she  verdict
 in  Challapan  case  that  Government  employ-
 ment  should  get  the  opportunity  (0.  kaow
 what  is  the  quantum  of  punishment,

 Sir,  in  1973  the  loco  running  employees
 wete  on  the  path  of  agitation  and  about
 eleven  to  twelve  thou-and  Jaco  running
 employees  were  dismissed  under  Section
 14(2)  of  the  Railway  law.  Ul'imately  the
 railway  people  wert  to  the  High  Court  and
 Suprense  Court  Mr.  Challapan  wert  to
 the  Supreme  Court  and  the  Supreme  Court
 gave  the  verdict  that  as  the  railway
 authorities  did  not  comply  with  the  pro-
 vision  that  they  have  to  inform  the
 quantum  of  punishment  so  all  the  0868
 were  dismissed  and  they  were  re-instated.

 Then  the  Government  again  went  to
 the  Supreme  Court.  The  latest  judgement
 by  the  Supreme  Court—the  Bench  consisted
 of  five  Judges—revised  the  decision  in  the
 Challapan  case  and  they  said  that  there
 was  no  need  to  inform  the  person  concerned
 about  the  quantum  of  punishment  ard  that

 is  the  crux  of  the  whole  problem,

 The  latest  Supreme  Court  judgement
 has  taken  away  the  principle  of  natural
 justice,  The  result  of  the  judgement  is
 that  the  bireaucracy  has  been  given  an  un-
 bridled  pover  to  sack  employees  without
 the  semblance  of  any  show  cause  notice
 and  the  vindictive  execu'ives  will  now  prey
 upon  the  employees  to  settle  their  scores,
 Tt  fursher  helps  the  ruling  class  to  terrorize
 the  emp'oyees  and  thwart  the  trade  union
 activities  of  the  Government  employees  as
 a  whole.

 The  problem  is  not  the  judgement.
 problem  is  the  intention  of  the  Government.
 What  do  the  Governmen.  want  to  do ?
 The  Supreme  Court  judgemeat  previously
 was  in  favour  of  the  employees.  Now  it
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 went  against  the  employees.  But  I  want
 to  ask  the  Government,  what  they  intend
 to  do.  If  the  Governmentwant  to  keep  this.
 black  provision  in  the  Constitution,  then
 that  is

 another  issue  and  if  the  Government
 want  (0  remove  this  provision  ard  want  to
 create  an  atmosphere  of  democratic  sttua-
 tion  in  the  country,  then  that  is  a  different
 issue,  One  Article,  that  is  Article  311
 (2)  (8)  issought  to  be  amended  by  this
 Bill,  but  I  am  agains(  Articles  310  and  311
 (2)  (A),  (B)  and  (C)  also.  This  is  because
 these  Articles  ar2  connected  with  each
 other.  Article  310  cannot  be  separated
 from  Article  311.0  (A),  (8),  ard  (C).  These
 Articles  दा  based  on  the  doctrine  of
 pleasure.

 If  you  go  through  the  debates  of  the
 Constituent  Asserbly,  you  will  find  that
 these  Articles  are  replica  of  the  Governe
 ment  of  India  Act,  1935.  What  was  the
 Act  of  1935?  It  was  framed  on  the  basis
 of  the  British  Constitution  and  Conventions,
 According  to  the  Brritish  Constitution  and
 Convertions,  he  Government  employee  is
 a  servant  cf  the  King  or  the  Queen.  As
 the  King  or  the  Quecn  can  do  Bot  wrongs
 ard  there  cannot  any  agreement  between
 the  King  cr  the  Queen  and  the  employee;
 so,  the  employment  mut  be  at  the  pleasure
 of  the  King  or  the  Queen.  That  was  the
 doctrine  of  the  British  law.  It  is  ४  prerOga-
 tive  of  the  ruler  and  it  has  been  Kept  in
 our  Constitution,  It  is  g  legacy  of  the
 colonial  rule,

 Sir,  in  particular,  ।  would  like  to  ask
 the  Minister  whether  the  Go-ernment  is
 intereste.:  ip  Continuing this  British  legacy in  our  Constitution,  Or  wheiber  they  are
 interested  रंग  Temoving  this  anomaly  and
 Creating  a  democratic.  atmosphere  for
 Zove:nment  employces,  This  is  the  main
 question.  The  problem  is,  according
 to  that  Act,  the  Queen  or  the  King  can
 dismiss  any  employee  and  it  is  just  a
 replica  of  that  Act.  The  only  difference is,  here  the  President  or  the  Governor  can
 dismiss  any  employee  Without  assigning
 any  reason,  ut  in  actual  practice  it  is not  the  President  or  the  Governor  who
 would  be  doing  that,  According  to
 our  Constitution,  any  bureaucrat  can  dig.
 miss  -0  employee  under  Article  311.0  (a),

 '

 "हट
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 (b)  of  (0),  '.  He  has  only  to  record  in  the

 file  that  it  cannot  be  disclosed  anywhere.
 So  the  entire  state  mechinery,  the  entire
 government  depends  upon  the  bureaucrats.

 Sir,  the  contents  of  the  Articles  310
 and  311  (2)  (a),  (6)  and  (c)  have  been

 bodily  lifted  from  the  Jodian  Act,  1935,
 The  only  change  is  that  instead  of  King  or

 Queen,  here  it  is  the  President  in  the  case

 _Of  central  employees  and  Governor  in  the
 “  ease  of  State  employees,  But  the  same

 master-servant  relationship  still  persists
 and  this  sort  of  relationsbip  is  001  in  con-

 formity  with  our  democratic  set  up.  Let
 the  Government  tell  us  whether  this  master-

 servant  relationship  is  in  conformity  with
 our  demacratic  set  up.  Do  they  feel
 that  this  relationship  should  continue ?
 It  is  a  colonial  legacy  end  a  colonial

 attitude,  which  needs  to  be  deleted  so  as

 to  make  our.C  snstitution  more  democratic.
 हैं  am  not  talking  about  the  Supreme  Court
 here,  What  are  you  doing?  What  is

 your  duty ?  This  is  the  main  question.
 This  august  body  must,  once  for  all,
 repudiate  this  feudal,  royal,  barbaric

 concept.

 I  am  challenging  the  Government  to

 show  one  single  case  where  an  employee
 was  retrenched  actually  because  he  was

 acting  against  th;  securify  of  the  State.

 Can  they  prove  that  what  was  recorded  in

 the  file  was  true?  You  will  not  be  able

 to  prove  that  thing.  Not  a  sitigle  case.

 You  can  never  prove  that  the  employ.es

 are  retrenched  because  they  are  acting

 against  the  sccurity  of  the  country.

 According  tO  Article  31  (2)  (0),  if  tbe

 activities  of  the  emplovee  are  against  the

 security  of  the  State  he  is  ‘o  be  dismissed,
 Here  I  may  tell  you  thit  Shri  Sukumol

 Sen  who  18  a  Member  of  the  Rajya  Sabha

 was  disnissed  uoder  Article  31162)  (८)

 because  he  was  said  to  be  acting  ayain i
 the  secruity  of  the  State.  Now  pv.  pe  have

 elected  him,  He  has  been  electad (०  the
 Rajya  Sabha  a  d  now  he  ७  ८  Member  of

 Parliament,  I  would  like  to  give  another

 instance.  In  Tripura  one  Mr.  Vivekanund

 Bhowmik,  who  was  8  teacher,  Wass  dis-

 sed  under  Article  311  (2)  (c)  because

 bis  activities  were  ssid  to  be  ageinst  the

 security  of  the  -tate,  He  became  the

 Minister.  The  samc  Governor  who  dis-

 missed  him,  because  of  bis  activities

 agamset  the  security  of  the  State  took  bis
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 oath,  So,  this  is  full  of  contradictions.
 What  you  can  say  is  that  this  provision  is
 needed  for  the  Government  to  maintain
 the  security  of  the  State.  That  is  not  the
 main  thing.

 Sir, I  am  telling  you,  that  io  Jammu
 and  Kashmiri  Constitution,  there  is  Secticn
 126  (७)  which  is  also  a  replica  of  Arifcles
 310  and  311  (2)  (a)  (b)  and  (c)  During
 Emergency,  about  14  employees  weie
 dismisscd.  During  the  Sh.b  regime,  they
 dismissed  9  employecs  under  this  Act.

 So,  you  dismissed  (hese  people  who  were

 fighting  for  the  integrity  of  the  country.

 You  supported  that  Government.  So
 these  Articles,  310  and  311  (2)  (६),  (9)
 and  (c)  always  used  fo  put  down  the
 democratic  trade  union  movement  of  the
 Government  employees  Jt  never  used  to
 eradicate  the  corruption.  It  nevcr  used  to

 maintain  the  security  of  tne  country  What
 Mr.  Rajhans  was  telling  is  not  the  thing,
 The  Government  employees  are  guided  by
 the  Conduct  of  Service  Rules.  They  have

 eNough  powers  to  remove  anybody  for

 corruptian.  They  can  remove  anybody  for

 any  sort  of  offence.  Corrupt  officials  have
 been  promoted.

 In  1971,  in  West  Bengal,  during  the

 regime  of  Shri  Siddartha  Shankar
 Ray,  14  employees  were  dismissed.
 Who  ate  these  people?  Under  Article
 १11  (2)  (c)  all  were  leaders  of  the  State
 Government  Employees  movement  who
 wire  dismissed.  During  Emerzency,  in
 West  Bergal,  38  employecs  were  dismissed
 under  Articte  311.0  (2)  (c).  Io  T.tpura,
 which  i.  8  5081]  518' ८,  during  emergency,
 3  Sate  Government  Teachers  and
 employve.  were  dismissed  under  Article
 311  (2)  (८)  becuuse  of  their  activities

 against  the  security  of  the  State  and  ail  31

 employers  were  the  leaders.  Even  your
 Government  was  cruc)  ie.,  first  of  all,  they
 were  aiested  uncer  MISA  aod  then  they
 were  pu’  behind  the  bars.  The  dismissal

 ordera  were  served  on  them  inside  the  jail.
 During  emergency,  the  dismissal  order

 were  served  with  the  beilp  of  police  only
 to  curb  the  trade  union  movement  and  to

 curb  the  democratic  righis  of  tbe  Governe

 ment  employees  in  the  country.  In

 1977-78,  the  Left  Front  Government  came
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 to  power  in  West  Bengyl  and  Tripura.  They
 reinstated  all  the  dismissed  employees  who
 wee  dismissed  under  Article  311  (2)(c).

 17,00  brs.

 Now  what  do  you  do?  They  are  not
 anti*national.  Their  activities  are  not  now

 against  the  security  of  the  coustry.  The
 same  Governor  reinstated  those  employees.
 So,  it  is  not  connected  with  the  security  of
 the  State  or  with  the  other  arguments
 which  you  have  been  advancing.  You
 wart  these  provisions,  these  black  Jaws,
 only  to  arm  yourself  to  curb  the  trade
 union  and  democratic  movements  in  the

 country.

 This  is  not  an  isolated  thing.  Already,
 in  this  august  Hovse  yon  have  passed  the
 National  Security  Bill.  You  are  trying  (0

 bring  in  a  Trade  Union  Relations  Bill

 which  will  snatch  away  all.  the  rights  which

 have  been  earned  by  the  workers  during
 this  period.  You  wan!  to  snatch  away  all

 the  rigbts.  You  are  trying  to  bring  in  that
 Bill  before  this  august  House.

 I  bad  also  written  (0  the  Minister  last

 year.  In  his  reply  to  my  fetter,  he  said:

 ‘No;  we  have  instructed  all  the  depart-
 ments  to  see  that  before  dismissal,  he  is  in-

 formed  Otherwise,  no  dismissal  order
 can  be  there’  But  this  will  not  serve  the

 purpo  e.

 One  crore  and  twenty  Jakh  State  and

 Central  Government  employees  are  united.

 They  want  thal  these  black  laws  should  be

 deleted  from  the  Siatute.  For  1968,  and

 again  in  1973.0  the  State  Governments’

 employees  have  demonstrated  io  Delhi.

 Thousanis  of  them  came  to  Delhi.  In  1984,

 throughout  the  county,  the  State  Govern-
 Ments’  enploy  ces  observed  a  one-day  token

 strike.  The  State  Governments’  Emplo-

 yees  Fedcration—I  am  also  connected  with

 it—has  decided  that  on  24th  November
 1986  it  will  collct  40  lakh  signatures
 from  the  State  Governments’  employees,
 against  these  draconian  provisions ;  and

 hose  40  lakh  signatures  will  be  presented
 to  the  Prime  Minister.  This  is  the  extent
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 of  the  wrath  of  the  Government  employees.
 You  must  consider  this.  Thousands  and
 thousands  of  State  Governments’  empic-
 yees  will  come  to  Delhi,  and  demonstrate
 at  the  Boat  Club.

 I  further  request  Goverrment  and  the
 Minister  to  see  reason.  Don’t  bypass  any-
 thing.  You  just  put  forward  your  argv-
 ments  reasonably.  You  muit  try  to  create
 a  proper  atmosphere  amcng  Gecvernment

 employees.  I  request  you  to  delete  these

 provisions  and  protect  the  rights  of  the
 State  Governments  and  Central  Govern-
 ment  employees  in  this  country.

 [Translation]

 SHRI  HARISH  RAWAT  (Almors)  :
 Mr.  Chairman,  Sir,  recently  there  have
 been  two  judgements  by  the  Supreme  Court
 which  haye  created  difficulties  not  only  for
 the  concerned  parties  to  the  case  but
 for  all  cf  us  also,  One  judgement  related
 to  Shariat.  Whether  anything  should  have
 been  said  or  sot  about  that  is  a  moot
 point  but  it  is  a  fact  that  much  has  been
 said  in  the  House  and  out-ide  on  this.

 The  second  judgement  of  the  Supreme
 Court  related  to  Article  311.  The  way
 Supreme  Court  bas  changed  its  own  earlier
 ruling  and  has  interpreted  Article  311(2)

 १७),  we  too  are  involved  in  it.  With  this

 juugement  are  involved  the  interests  of  lakhs
 of  Government  employees  of  the  country.

 Tam  of  the  view  that  our  Constitution
 is  a  document  which  gives  protection  to
 the  weaker  sections  ageinst  the  powerful
 ones.  With  this  judgement  of  the  Supreme
 Court,  the  guarantees  given  to  the  Govern-
 ment  employees  by  the  Founding  Fathers
 of  the  Constitution,  apprehending  that  they
 will  not  be  able  to  get  justice  from  the
 powerful,  have  been  taken  away.  It  can
 be  misused  in  the  matter  of  service  ¢on-
 ditions.  High  officers  have  been  gtven
 ample  powers.  The  judgement  of  the
 Supreme  Court  delivered  in  July  1985.0  ।
 feel,  is  not  only  against  the  interests  of  the.
 Government  employees,  but  also
 against  the  basic  principle  of  wcatura)

 jusiice.
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 IMR.  DEPUTY  SPEAKER  in  the
 Chair]

 It  goes  counter  to  the  Pundamental
 Rights  also,  given  under  Articles  14,  19
 aod  21.  The  hon,  Min‘ster  is  well  aware
 that  the  employee:  not  only  have  put  up
 their  demand  or  demonstrations  more  than
 once,  but  have  also  exhibited  their  power
 andif  we  widen  the  guif  between  the

 employees  on  the  one  band  and  the  Govern-
 ment  and  the  officers,  on  the  other,  it  will
 not  be  in  any  way  defisable.  1  would  like
 to  request  that  the  Amendment  submitted

 by  Shri  Janga  Reddy  to  Article  311(2)°b)
 shon!d  be  accepted.
 make  much  difference  basically.  Whereas
 the  framers  of  the  Constitution,  have  given
 rights  to  the  Government  emp'ovees  under

 Article  311(1)  they  have  at  the  same  time
 made  all  the  ccnditions  clear  under  rro-
 visos  (a),  (७)  and  (¢)’  of  Article  311.0  (2)

 under  which  services  of  a  Government

 employee  can  be  terminated,

 Supreme  Court  has  exceeded  its  powers
 aod  this  has  created  a  fecling  of  insecurity
 in  the  minds  of  the  Government  employees.
 This  is  quite  understandable.  Shri  Rafhans
 and  some  other  hon.  Members  have  stated

 that  the  Government  emp'oyees  do  not  do

 work  and  are  corrupt.  There  is  no  doubt

 that  there  can  be  certain  persons  of  this

 type  but  the  Government  and  the  senior

 officers  are  fully.  equipped  to  take  action

 Against  such  employees  and  the  Cuonstitu-

 tion  does  not  come  in  the  way  ‘of  such

 action.  The  difficulty  comes  when  power  is

 misused.  With  this  judgement,  possibility
 of  the  officers  misusing  the  powers  viven  to

 them  has  increased.  This  has  created  a

 feeling  of  insecurity  among  the  Govern-

 ment  employees,  This  feeling  is  not  only

 against  the  interests  of  the  employees,  it  is

 against  our  own  interests  and  is  contrary  to

 the  basic  conception  of  the  Constitution

 also.  Therefore,  I  am  of  the  view  that  the
 Amendment  presented  by  Shri  Janga  Reddy
 should  be  ace  pted.  The  BJP  people  do

 not  do  a  good  turn  but  this  time  they  have

 taken  a  good  sfep  fer  the  first  time  by
 bringing  this  Bill  and  thereby  giving  usa

 chance  to  express our  views.  We  should

 not  take  this  judgement  in  that  sense  that
 because  the  Government  employees  indulge
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 in  misdeeds,  they  should  be  punished.
 Rather  we  should  consider  this  decision  as
 violative  of  the  basic  spirit  of  the  Constitu-
 tion.  The  Government  employees  are
 feeling  insecure  today.  The  difficulties  of
 the  Government  employees  bave  been  in-
 creased  by  setting  up  Service  tribunals  as
 these  are  to  be  presided  over  by  the  officis
 als.  How  will  one  set  of  the  officials
 change  the  decisions  of  other  set  of
 officials ।  I  feel  that  this  has  resul‘ed  in
 diluting  the  guarantee  of  ptotection  given
 by  the  founding  fathers  of  the  Constitu-
 tion.  Therefore,  we  should  accept  this
 Constitution  Amendment  Bill.  If  the
 wordiny  of  the  Bill  is  not  acceptable  in  the
 present  form,  that  can  be  changed.  Heavens
 are  not  going  to  fall  if  Article  311(2Xb)  is
 deleted.  I  hope  that  our  young  Minister
 will  accept  it.

 SHRI  ?,  NAMGYAL  (Ladakh):  Mr.

 Deputy  Speaker,  Sir,  1  wart  to  say  few
 words  on  the  Cobslitution  Amendment  Biil
 preseDied  by  Shri  Janga  Reddy.  From  the
 speech  of  the  bon.  Member  who  spoke
 before  me,  it  seems  that  the  Government

 employees  are  engsged  in  one  or  the  other
 act  of  indiscipline  and  illegal  activity.  I  do
 not  fully  agree  with  him.  ।  am  of  the  view
 that  there  are  very  few  persons  who  are

 Caught  doing  such  activities.

 I  am  not  a  legal  expert  but  at  the  same
 time  I  feel  that  Article  311(2)  provides
 that  reavonable  opportunity  will  be  given
 10  the  employee  and  only  after  that  if  some
 charge  is  proved  against  him,  he  will  be

 penalised,  Moreover,  it  has  been  provided
 in  sub-clause  (2)  that  :

 [English]

 ““(b)  where  the  authority  empowered  to
 dismiss  or  remove  a  person  or  to
 reduce  him  in  rank  is  satisfied  that
 for  some  reasony  to  be  recorded

 by  that  authority  in  wiiting,  it  is

 reasonably  practicable  to  hold
 such  inquiry  ;”

 [  Translation]

 This  clearly  shows  that  it  is  a  specific
 criminal  charge  and  after  it  provisos  (b)
 and  (c)  follow,  Every  act  cannot  be  ter

 med  as  criminal.  Wedaily  read  in  the
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 newspapers  that  there  are  certain  persons
 in  the  Punja>  Police  who  are  io

 collusion  with  the  terrorists  and  provide
 Information  to  them  on  wireless.  When  a

 bank  Is  looted,  at  that  time  also  it  is  said

 that  some  bank  employees  were  involved

 in’that.  Similarly,  you  must  have  read  ;

 lot  about  Jammu  and  Kashmir  also.  The

 Muslim  Educational  Trust,  the  Islamic

 Study  circle !6  and  some  such  other  organisa-

 tions  816  there  where  quite  a  large  number

 of  Government  employees  are  working  who

 are  intellectuals.  They  mobilise  that

 funds  withio  the  country  as  well  as  from

 abroad  and  also  incite  people  against

 India.

 If  in  some  case,  involvement  of  8

 Government  employee  is  established,  then

 you  say  that  he  should  be  given  a  chance.
 To  mv  mind,  provisos  (a),  (b)  (c)  have  been

 rightly  included  in  the  Constitution.  ।  is

 said  about  our  Constitution  that  it  is  quite

 flexible  and  even  on  a  routine  matter,

 Fundamental  Rights  can  be  invoked.  All

 the  anti-national,  anti-social,  communal

 and  secessionist  elements  take  undue

 advantage  of  such  provisions,  Every

 Government  Servant  is  not  of  that  nature

 and  I  think,  they  get  justice  because  proper

 enquiry  is  conducted  as  provided  under

 Article  311(2)  of  the  Constitution  and

 they  are  properly  listened  to.  During

 enquiry  if  eharges  are  established  against

 them,  (hey  are  not  given  adother  opportu-

 nity.  Therefore,  the  Amendment  Bill

 brought  by.  the  hon.  Member  does  not

 seem  to  be  of  much  consequence.  In  this

 regard  I  would  like  to  say  that  such  pro-

 vision  must  remain  in  the  Constitution,

 And  in  view  of  the  prevailing  condition  in

 this  country  such  provisions  are  necessary

 to  deal  with  the  elemens  who  come

 ynde:  the  criminal  Procedure  code.  Bvery-

 one  is  not  a  crim-nal,  If  a  Government

 servant  does  not  obey  his  officer,  he  can-

 pot be  called  a  criminal.  Disciplinary

 action  will  defisitely  be  taken  against  him

 for  non-compliance  of  order  but  criminal

 case  cannot  be  insiituted  against  him.  The

 criminal  is  one  who  commits  crime  such  as

 murder  etc.  You  koow  that  our  late  Prime

 Minsstet  Mrs,  Indira  Gandhi  was  assas-
 aidated  in  broad  day  light  and  the

 Culprits  were  caught  ted  handed,
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 They  are  still  under  trial,  Why  such  a

 long  trial  is  there  in  such  cases?  In  such

 cases  even  proofs  were  not  very  important
 because  they  were  caught  red  handed  while

 shooting.  So  long  as  stringent  action  is  not
 taken  io  such  cases,  there  cannot  be  any
 peace  in  the  country.

 I,  therefore,  cannot  support  the
 Amendment  Bill  brought  by  Shri  Janga
 Reddy  and  I  oppose  it.

 SHRI  RAMASHRAY  PRASAD
 SINGH  (Jahanabad)  :  Mr.  Chairman,  Sir,
 I  support the  Constitution  Amendment  Bill

 brought  by  Shri  Jarga  Reddy.  First  of
 all  I  may  submit  that  the  Supreme  Court
 has  given  two  such  judgements  which  have
 created  turmoi]  in  the  country.  One  was  in
 favour  of  women  but  the  Goveriment  in
 panic  did  awey  with  that  judgement  in  this
 House.  The  second  Judgement  is  this  one
 under  which  86  crore  and  twenty  lakh
 people  are  living  under  a  feeling  of  insta-
 bility  and  insecurity.  Who  are  these  per-
 sons——these  are  the  persons,  who  are  a
 part  of  the  Government,  who  are  runnirg
 this  Government.  If  you  take  5  persons
 dependent  on  each  of  these  one  crore  20.
 lakh  people,  that  would  mean  that  6  crore
 people  are  going  to  be  affected  by  this
 judgement.  This  you  have  to  keep  in
 mind,  It  is  not  an  amendment  to  the
 Constitution  that  will  pose  danger  to  the
 country.  On  the  contrary,  it  will  remove
 the  panic  in  tbe  minds  of  the  employees,

 One  thing  more,  S.mze  hon.  Members
 have  pleaded  that  the  Opposition  berches
 allege  that  corruption  is  ivcreasing  end
 that  the  administration  is  corrupt.  In  such
 a  situation  administiation  does  not  mean
 only  these  one  crore  abd  20  tukh  persons,
 Administration  means  those  people  also
 ‘who  816  sitting  on  those  benches.  This
 cry  against  the  Corruptio.  that  is  raised
 both  from  this  side  as  well  as  that
 side  is  not  going  to  be  muffled.  When
 persons  who  make  law  do  not  act  upon  it,
 how  ८  others  io  lower  heirarchy  be  ex.
 picted  to  act  upon  it?  If  people  like  usਂ
 amass  such  8  buge  property  through  cairupt
 tocans,  how  can’  we  prevent  others?  We
 are  the  law  makers,  We  should  be  more
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 cautious  in  this  regard.  Such  evils  have

 entered  into  us  also,  Why  this  panic  then  ?
 There  should  be  no  such  panic.  I  would

 say  that  the  Governmnt  should  accept
 this  Amendment  Bill  beciuce  people  are

 agitating  against  it.  The  workers  have  got
 this  right  after  great  sacrifices  but  now  the

 Government  is  taking  it  away.  The  court

 had  decided  two  cases  out  of  which  one  was
 accepted  by  the  Government  but  the  other

 was  not  accepted  because  the  Government

 apprehended  that  one  judgement  would

 cause  isolation  of  the  people  of  one  religion
 from  it.  But  you  should  understand  that

 the  other  is  even  more  dangerous,  That  is

 why  I  say  that  it  would  be  better  if  the

 Government  accepts  it.  It  has  crested  a

 feeling  of  insecurity  among  One  crore  dnd

 twenty  lakh  employees.  It  is  quite  wrong

 t°  dismiss  an  emyloyee  without  serving  any

 show  cause  notice.  Whenever  anyone

 commits  any  offence,  he  should  be  asked  to

 explain  the  circumstances  under  wlich  he

 did  so  ?  If  his  explanation  is  not  found

 satisfactory,  he  should  immediately  be

 dismissed  without  showing  any  favour  to

 him.  But  the  dismissal,  without  calling

 any  explanation  is  not  right.  It  is  very

 important.  ।  would,  therefore,  say  that  the

 Government  should  acoept  it.  At  present

 you  may  not  accept  it  because  you  are  in

 majority  Dut  sooner  or  latter,  whether  you

 are  in  the  treasury  benches  or  in  opposi-

 tion,  it  would  be  passed  by  this  House.  It

 js  inevitable  and  nobody  can  stop  it.

 SHRI  GIRDHARI  LAL  VYAS  (Bhil-

 wara) :  Mr.  Deputy  Speaker,  Sir,  I  neither

 support  por  oppose  the  Constitutional
 (Amendments)  Bill  1985  introduced  by  Shri

 C.  Janga  Reddy  because  it  is  3  matter  on

 which  our  Government  should  think  very

 seriously.

 The  first  question  is  that  we  bave  given

 guarantee  under  our  Constitution  to  the

 employees  they  will  not  be  dismissed  from

 their  service  without  apy  reason  and  they

 will  be  given  full  opportunity
 to  explain

 their  position.  On  the  other  hand,  in  some

 cases  the  officers  800  the  Government  are

 empowered  to  dismiss  an
 empioyee

 without

 providing  him  any  opportunity  to  explain

 his  position,  These  are  two
 types

 of  ques

 tions  about  which  we  should  think  seriou-

 oY
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 1  want  to  say  one  thing  in  this  regard.
 Ao  hon,  Member  of  the  Communist  Party
 sod  another  hon.  Member  who  was  just

 speaking,  have  said  that  one  crore  and

 twen'y  lakh  employees,~-and  if  their  de-

 pendants  are  also  included—then  six  crore

 people,  will  be  affected  by  this  judgement.
 But  these  six  crore  people  are  codsuming
 the  maximum  part  of  our  nxtional  ineome

 whereas  no  facility  is  available  to  38  to  40

 per  cent  people  who  are  still  living  below
 the  poverty  line.  Unless  we  make  arrange-
 ments  to  provide  comforts  and  facilities  to

 every  c'tizen  of  our  country  and  unless  we
 make  efforts  to  provide  work,  food,  clothes
 and  houscs  10  all  the  citizens,  education  to
 the  children  and  health  fuciliry  to  every
 one  in  our  country,  spending  the  maximum

 part  of  our  national  income  on  these  six
 crore  people  wil!  not  strengthen  cur  system
 and  we  will  lag  behind  in  fulfilling  ovr
 other  objectives.

 What  I  mean  to  say  is,  on  the  one  hand
 all  sorts  of  security,  resources  and  facilities
 are  being  provided  to  them  and  on  the
 Other  hand,  crores  of  people  remain  depri-
 ved  of  these  essential]  amenities,  Therefore,
 we  should  make  arrangements  and  establish
 such  a  coordifation  that  essential  amenities
 to  all  citizens  of  the  country  are  provided.

 I  would  like  to  suggest  one  more  thing
 to  which  you  may  or  may  not  agree.  In
 various  countrics  of  the  world,  tbe  officers
 are  engaged  on  contract  basis,  particularly
 the  officers  of  higher  ranks  because it  is
 Dot  possible  to  engage  the  lower  employees
 on  contract  basis.  If  the  higher  officers  are
 employed  on  contract  basis,  they  will
 always  have  a  sense  of  fear  that  if  they  do
 not  work  for  the  improvement  of  the  coun-
 tcy’s  condition,  their  contract  can  be  termi-
 cated  at  anytime.  If  the  higher.  officers
 have  this  fear  in  their  mind,  mach  improve
 ment  can  be  effected  in  our  present  work-

 ing  system.

 Just  pow  Shri  Rajhans  was  speaking
 about  the  rampant  corruption  in  our  coutry.
 Big  persons  are  involved  in  corruption  but
 no  action  can  be  taken  against  them.  As
 such,  il  is  impossible  (o  eliminate  corrup:
 tion.  A  person  carns  money  by  illegal
 means  but  no  action  can  be  taken  against
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 him  because  of  the  noneavailability  of  the

 evidence.  But  if  the  officers  are  employed

 on  contract  basis  and  they  do  not  work

 properly,  we  can  difinitely  take  action

 against  them.  They  will  have  constant

 fear  of  such  action  in  their  mind,  Our

 Goveroment  should  think  over  it  as  to

 what  would  be  the  adventages  of  such  a

 system  if  adopted  and  how  our  administra-

 tion  would  run.

 Presently,  our  hon.  Members  say  that

 entire  system  of  our  country  is  controlled

 by  th?  bureaucrats.  By  adopting  this

 system  we  will  get  rid  of  this  bureaucratic

 grip  and  will  get  oppoftunity  to  take  the

 country  towards  progress.  This  system
 will  be  very  useful  for  our  country.

 Shri  Reddy  has  proposed  that  the  pro-
 vision  under  Article  311(2)(b)  should  be

 deleted  but  there  are  many  cases  where

 generally  evidence  is  not  available.  There

 can  be  cases  in  which  though  it  comes  to

 our  knowledge  that  an  employee  is  conspir-

 ing  against  our  country  it  becomes  difficult

 to  take  action  against  him  due  to  lack  of

 evidence.
 a  particular  employee  is  involved  in  a  big

 scandal  or  conspiracy  but  he  cannot  take

 action  against  him  without  evidence.  It  is

 the  only  provision  under  which  action  can

 be  taken  in  such  cases,  It  is  a  question
 worth  considering  that  if  this  provision  is

 deleted,  how  ac'ion  will  be  taken  ia  such

 cases,  Generally,  our  Government  beli-

 eves  in  democratic  system  and  does  not

 dismiss  any  employee.  No  officer  dis.

 misses  his  employee  merely  on  personal

 enmity.  It  is,  therefore,  worth  considering
 bow  -  decision  will  have  be  taken  in  such

 circumstances.  If  this  provision  ig,  deleted,
 there  will  be  no  other  alternative  available

 to  take  action  in  such  cases.  You  know

 that  evidence  is  not  available  against  the

 persons  involved  in  corruption  Cases,  con-

 spiracy  against  the  country,  sécessionist

 activities  or  other  anti-national  activities

 because  they  work  behind  the  scene,  Under

 ‘guch  circumstance,  how  action  is  to  be

 taken  against  them.  It  is  one  of  the  pro.

 yisions  under  which  ection  can  be  taken

 against  them,

 A  higher  officer  my  know  that
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 I  want  to  give  one  more  suggestion.
 Ours  is  a  democratic  country  and  Shri

 Janga  Reddy  has  forcefully  advocated  it  in
 hie  speech,  Then  why  should  we  not  give
 all  democratic  rights  to  the  people.  All
 tmployees  may  be  appointed  on  contract
 basis  so  that  they  may  serve  at  their  will  and
 may  leave  the  service  as  and  wren  they  so
 dere.  In  addition  to  their  right  to
 vote,  they  should  be  allowed  to  conest
 elections  also,  so  that  they  may  not  have
 any  complaint  against  the  Government.
 Shri  Janga  Reddy  has  alleged  that  the  Go-
 vernment  looks  down  upon  its  employces.
 With  this  system  the  employees  should  not
 have  this  feeling  because  we  all  are  equal.
 All  citizens  of  this  country  have  equal
 rights.  Thus  they  should  also  have  right
 to  contest  elections  and  make  their  ful)  con-
 tribution  to  this  system.  Such  an  arrange-
 ment  can  be  made  under  our  democratid
 process  and  certain  decisions  of  this  type
 can  be  taken.  We  should  think  over  it  in
 a  definite  manner.  I  would  also  request
 that  these  systems  should  be  strengthened.
 Dr.  Rajhans  has  said  it  rightly  that  many
 of  the  employees  and  officers  are  corrupt.
 At  present  what  is  the  eondition  of  our
 Binks,  Financial  institutions,  civil  courts
 and  administrative  courts?  Their  emplo-
 yees  consider  salary  as  their  right  and
 adopt  unfair  means  to  earn  extra  money.
 You  may  see  at  Dethi.  In  the  morning
 high  officers  go  to  their  offices  but  ip  the
 evening  they  take  their  dinner  in  five  star
 hotels  alongwith  their  wives  and  children.
 What  they  spend  in  a  day  is  equivalent  to
 their  full  month’a  salary.  Wherefrom  they
 get  money ?  If  you  look  into  it,  you  will
 come  to  know  how  our  bureaucrats  are
 working ?  It  is,  therefore,  very  essential -
 to  make  improvement  10  our  present  system.
 This  improvement  connot  be  made  till  the
 provision  of  Article  311(1)  exists.  There-
 fore,  what  is  required  is  introduction  of  a

 provision  of  contract  system  in  the  service.
 The  way,  we  the  politicians  are  elected  for
 a  period  of  five  years,  which  can  be  further
 reduced  in  certain  compelling  circumste-
 nees,  they  too  should  be  taken  in  service
 on  that  basis  so  that  they  may  also  fee)
 that  the  sword  of  Damocles  in  our  democra-
 tic  set  up.  remains  banging  over  their
 head.  This  system  should  definitely  be
 intefoduced  so  that  the  administration  may
 be  streamlined  and  the  pace  of  develep-
 ment  may  be  acoelersted.  Theat  is  why  J
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 said  I  neither  support  nor  oppose  this  Bill.
 It  has  been  stated  that  the  services  of  8

 person  should  not  ‘be  terminated  without

 assigning any  reason.  It  is  very  correct
 that  a  person  should  not  be  dismissed  (01656
 the  charge  is  proved  against  him.  This

 provision  is  in  the  interest  of  our  couvtry,

 For  this  reason,  ।  again  state  that  I
 neither  oppose  nor  support  this  Bill.  In

 ‘the  end,  1  will  say  only  this  much  that  the
 hon.  Minister  should  take  an  appropriate

 decision  after  considering  my  suggestions
 seriously.

 SHRI  K.D.  SULTANPURI  (Simla):
 Mr.  Deputy  Speaker,  Sir,  I  rise  to  oppose
 the  Amendment  Bil!  introduced  by  Shri

 Janga  Reddy.  The  first  thing  is  that I
 consider  that  the  points  contained  in  the
 Bill  are  not  correct.  We  have  already  got
 a  provision  in  the  eonstitution  which  is

 very  good  and  suitable  actions  are  taken

 according  to  that  provision,

 governed  by  uniform  laws.  Everything  is,
 therefore,  going  on  well.  These  B.J.P.

 people  do  not  talk  of  their  indiscipline  I
 do  not  know  how  8000  an  idea  has  struck
 them.  We  have  noticed  that  only  one  or

 two  hon.  Members  of  their  party  remain

 present  in  the  House.  It  is  beyond  our

 Comprehension  how  they  will  work  for  the

 welfare  of  the  country.

 SHRI  C.  JANGA  REDDY  :  At  16851  50

 per  cent  of  our  Members  are  present  here

 but  from  your  party  not  even  30  per  cent

 Members  are  sitting  here.

 SHRI  K.D.  SULTANPURI:  I  would

 like  to  ask  Sbri  Janga  Reddy  whether

 their  leader,  Shri  Atal  Bihari  Bajpai  has

 ever  thought  about  the  Government

 employees.  It  is  surprising  that  Shri

 Janga  Reddy  is  concerned  about  them.

 Therefore,  ।  feel  that  the  Bill  introduced

 by  bim  is  not  a  good  one.  You  better

 withdraw  it.  We  should  treat  all  alike.

 Today  every  activity  in  the  country  is

 going  on  smoothly.  Whether  they  are

 employees  of  the  Government  of  India

 or  of  the  State  Governments,  They  are

 ail:  working  with  great  hOnests.  Wo

 have  got  the  provision  to  punish  the

 guilty  employees,  We  can  take  fogal
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 action  also  against  them.  So  this  Bill  is
 not  required.  I  again  oppose  this  Bill
 vebemently.  In  my  view  our  other  col-
 leagues  will  also  oppose  this  Bill.  ।  wifl
 therefore,  be  better  if  Sbri  Junga  Reddy
 withdraws  this  Bill,

 KUMARI  MAMATA_  BANERJEE
 (ladavpur):  Mr.  Deputy  Speaker.  Sit, I
 congratulate  Shri  Janga  Reddy  for  pre
 senting  this  Bill,  ।  thank  you  also  for
 granting  me  time  to  express  my  views.  on
 this  Bill.  Isupport  tte  irrention  behind
 the  Bill  but  it  seems  to  be  politically
 motivated.  I  fully  agree to  what  Shri  Rajhans
 and  Shri  Vyas  have  said  ebout  this  Bill,
 Even  now  some  people  o!  our  country  are
 swayed  by  parochial  considerations.  That  is
 why  Shrimati  Indira  Gancbi  was  arsase
 sinated  and  attempts  on  the  1,६९६  of  Shri
 Rajiv  Gandhi  at  Kaj  Ghat  and  Punjab
 Police  Director  Get  eral,  Shri  Riteiro  were
 made.  Many  other  such  anti-national
 activities  are  taking  place  in  the  cour  try
 Some  people  want  to  disintegrate  this
 country.  Article  311  (a),  (0)  and  (c)  are
 justified  and  it  should  be  made  more
 strict.  It  will  be  better  if  Shri  Janga
 Reddy  withdraws  this  Bill.

 We  also  believe  in  trade  union  movee
 ment.  We  understand  the  feelings  of
 workers.  We  have  noticed  at  some  laces
 that  the  management  is  not  haviug  good
 relations  with  the  workers,  The  manage.
 ment  can  misuse  this  power  in  such  cases,
 The  Government  must  ponder  over  this
 aspect.  Otherwise,  the  judgement  of  the
 Supreme  Court  is  all  right.  1.20  crore

 employees  of  General  Goveroment  and
 State  Governments  feel  that  this  judgement
 will  not  go  against  them.  It  is  under-
 stood  that  20,000  employees  have  become
 surplus  in  N.T.P.C.  Workers  will  be
 retrenched.  But  the  management  will  not
 suffer  for  its  mismanagement,

 [Engitsh]

 Not  only  in  NTC,  but  everywhere
 these  is  this  mismanagement  and  corrup-
 tion  going  on.  But  only  workers  are  being
 exploited,  as  also  trade  unions,  Mismanage-
 ment  fs  going  on  ag  before,
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 Then  the  Government  should  take
 care  that  no  worker  is  retrenched.  If
 services  of  any  worker  are  terminated  then
 the  management  will  have  to  give  reasons
 for  the  samo.
 President  have  powers  to  penalise  elements
 indulging  in  anti-national  activities,

 No  C.P.M.  Member  is  present in  the
 House.  But  we  want  to  tell  those  people
 who  proclaim.  Indian  constitution  88  the
 legacy  of  British  empire  colonialism
 and  racialiem  that  our  Constitution
 is  the  best  in  the  world,  It  ८01!  400
 the  best  Provisions.  We  combat  the  evil

 things.  Cannot  we  criticise  such  issues
 whthin  the  party  forum?  Article  311  (a),
 (७)  and  (c)  should  not  be  misused  against
 the  workers.  The  Government  should  also
 see  to  it  that  this  thing  does  not

 happen.  ।  should  be  enforced  only  against
 the  terrorists  and  anti-nalional  elements.
 But  if  the  management  misuses  this  pro-
 vision  to  harass  the  workers  and  does  not

 give  a  chance  to  the  workers  to  plead  their

 innocence,  thea  it  will  have  a  harmful
 effect.  But  these  people  lebel  it  as  a
 ‘British  legacy.

 What  is  the  legacy  7  Those

 people  are  not  bere.  Othersie,  I  would

 have  told  them  that  a  manager  of  one

 small  indastry  was  beaten  up  by  the  C.P.T.

 (M)  workers  in  broad  daylight.  Tois  is

 not  the  only  instance.  Abd  organisation

 of  the  junior  engineers  has  been  on  strike

 for  the  last  four  months.  The  Chief

 Minirter  of  West  Benga!  says  that  some

 very  barsh  measures  will  be  taken  against

 the  striking  employees,  they  will  be  sent  to

 ‘jail  and  their  promotion  will  be  stopped.

 And  upen  all  this  they  profess  to  be  the

 champions  for  the  cause  of  workers.  They

 say  that  China  fs  no  threat  at  all  aod  that

 we  should  foliow  Pakistan’s  example  io

 this  regard.  These  CPI  (M)  people  cons-

 pire  with  foreign  powers  and  speak  some-

 thing  else  in  the  Parliament  merely  for  the

 sake  of  publicity.  If  you  go  to  West

 Bengal,  Tripura  or  Assam,  you  will  find

 how  these  people  indulge  in  propaganda

 teoties.  The  junior  doctors  who  are  on
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 strike  have  been  beaten  up,  And  hore
 they  speck  like  this,

 [English]

 You  will  be  surprised  to  koow  that  the
 Vice  Chancellor  of  Calcutta  University  is
 afraid  to  enter  the  Culcutta  University
 premises;  and  he  is  working  from  his
 residential  premises.  He  is  not  coming to
 the  University.  This  is  going  on  for  two
 months.  Thére  is  no  working  being  done.
 There  is  no  justice,  This  is  happening,
 because  of  the  CPI  (M).  In  the  Congress
 Party,  one  can  always  criticise  Government
 and  plead  for  the  welfare  of  the  workers,
 They  say  that  under  the  Congress  regime,
 the  British  legacy  is  going  on.  It  -
 absolut  ely  incorrect.

 ।  want  Mr.  Janga  Reddy  to  withdraw
 his  Bill,  but  Government  must  think  over
 this  matter,  because  this  is  related  to
 workers’  interests.  The  workers’  interests
 must  be  protected.

 [Translation]

 SHRI  MANOJ  PANDEY  (Bettiah) ।
 Mr.  Deputy  Speaker  Sir,  the  Bill  moved
 by  bon.  Shri  Janga  Reddy  is  based  mainly
 as  Section  311  of  the  Constitution.  This
 Bill  is  connected  with  the  Supreme  Court
 verdict  on  that  issue.  There  are  certain
 beiter  facts  and  as  we  all  know  bitter  truth
 is  bard  to  swallow.  Shri  Reddy  has  moved
 the  Bill  which  is  concerned  with  a  verdict
 which  affects  12:  million  people.  But  he
 bas  never  moved  any  Bill  for  those  750
 milliof  people  wha  are  always  dominated
 administratively  by  12  million  people.
 Although  he  is  a  very  good  friend  of  ours
 and  always  talks  of  the  agricultural
 labourers  and  is  very  anxious  about  the
 srate  of  agriculture,  he  should  have  brought
 a  Bill  which  could  benefit  80  per  cent  of
 the  population  of  this  country.  Anyway,
 itis  his  concern.  One  point  that I  wish
 to  make  relates  to  our  20-Point  Pro-
 grammcs  which  is  a  socio-economic  Pro-
 gramme,  So  far  as  this  programme  is  con-
 cerned, ।  wish  to  say  that  the  administra.
 tion  must  be  sensitive  to  the:  feelings  of  tha

 people.  In  this  connection I  would  further

 say  that  whatever  ie  being  done  ig  tag
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 name of  the  Trade  Unions  is  not  proper.
 It  is  important  to  emphasise  on  this  becaus
 Trade  Unions  are  in  existence in  every
 field.  Even  the  lowest  employees,  when

 employed  in  the  Public  Sector,  try  to

 form  a  Union  and  are  running  it  to  serve
 thelr  interest.  Out  workers  are  not  bad ;
 they  discharge  their  duties  with  great
 responsibility,  irrespective  of  whether  they
 are  in  the  Private  Sector  or  in  the  Public
 Sector  and  I  do  want  to  say  anything
 agninst  them.  They  have  shown  their
 worth  and  whenever  our  country  has  faced

 apy  calamity,  they  rose  to  the  occasion.  If
 some  Trade  Unions  are  not  functioning
 properly,  then  it  is  our  leaders  who  are

 responsible  fo.  it.  Shri  Indrajit  Gupta
 has  said  a  very  good  thing  in  this  respect.
 He  has  asked  about  the  enterst  of  1058
 the  people  are  suffering  by  the  strikes ।
 They  are  not  understanding  this  and  are

 throwing  the  interests  of  the  people  to  wind
 to  force  the  Government  to  listen  to  the
 demands  of  the  Trade  Unjons.  We  must
 think  who  is  being  put  to  difficulties  by  it  7

 This  is  a  social  issue.  You  have  allotted

 very  little  time  to  me,  and  although  I

 wanted  to  say  much  more,  I  would  like  to

 take  up  briefly  only  two  points.  First,  we

 are  always  criticising  the  doctors  and  other

 employees  for  the  prevailing  condition  of

 the  hospitals.  I  am  also  a  doctor  by

 profession  and  a  doctor  must.  have  certain

 responsibilities,  Besides,  the  class  ।

 aod  the  Class  IV  employees..also  have

 certain  duties  and  responsibilities.  If  we

 look  at  the  conditiocs  of  the  Operation
 Theatres  or  of  the  wards,  we  will  realise
 the  gravity  of  the  situation,  If  sympathe-
 tic  trade  unions  are  for  then  their  demands

 could  be  osccepted.  But  Trade  Unions

 nowadaya  are  formed  for  political  reasons

 gnd  to  get  some  economic  and  political
 benefits  out  of  them.  In  such  a  situation,
 I  may  perhaps  be  not  able  to  support  the

 Bill  moved  by  Shri  Janga  Reddy.

 This  is  all  I  had  io  submit,

 [English]

 MR,
 Minister.

 THE  MINISTER  OF  STATE  IN  THB

 MINISTRY  OF  PERSONNBL,  PUBLIC

 @RIBVANCBS  AND  PENSIONS  AND

 DEPUTY-SPEARER  :  Hon.
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 MINISTER  OF  STATE  ।  THB

 MINISTRY  OF  HOME  AFFAIRS  (SHRIP,
 CHIDAMBARAM)  :  MR.  Deputy-Speaker,

 Sir,  I  have  listened  with  great
 interest.  ......  (Interruptions)

 MR.  DEPUTY-SPEAKER  :  I  want  to
 seek  the  permission  of  the  House.

 Already  two  hours’  discussion  is  over.
 The  Minister  can  intervene  now,  he  is

 replying.  We  extend  the  time  by  half  an
 hour,

 SHRI  P.  CHIDAMBARAM  :  ।  will
 finish  in  ten  minutes,

 Mr.  Deputy-Speaker,  I  have  listened
 with  great  interest  to  what  Hon.  Member
 Mr.  Janga  Reddy  had  to  say  on  his  Bill  as
 well  as  the  comments  of  other  hon.
 Members.

 At  the  outset  ।  wishto  emphasise  that
 the  Bill  is  concerned  only  with  Clause  (b)
 of  the  second  Proviso  to  Article  311  (2).
 And,  therefore, I  must  thank  hon.  Member
 Mr.  Janga  Reddy  for  accepting  the  judg-
 ment  of  the  Supreme  Court  so  far  as  Clause
 (a)  and  Clause  (c)  of  the  second  Proviso
 are  concerned.  Although  certain  other
 hon.  Members  did  speak  on  clause  (a)  and
 clause  (c),  I  assume  that  Mr.  Janga  Reddy
 certainly  does  not  share  the  apprehensions
 of  the  other  hon.  Members  and  their
 Criticism  of  the  judgment  of  the  Supreme
 Court,  and  consequenly  his  Bill  is  confind
 only  to  the  proposed  deletion  of  clause  (b)
 of  the  s<cond  proviso.

 Sir,  थ  point  was  made  about  why  this
 Government  supports  such  draconian
 provisions  in  the  Constitution.  I  am
 afraid,  Sir,  this  reflects  an  inadequate
 uoderstandiog  of  the  history  of  these
 Provisions.  Clauses  (a),  (b)  and  (८)  of  the
 second  proviso  were  there  ia  the  Consti-
 tution  as  originally  enacted,  eacepts  for
 minor,  verba)  differences  which  do  not
 affect  the  substance  of  the  issue.  Clauses
 (a),  (b)  and  (c)  were  there  even  in  the
 original  Constitution  and  since  this  debate
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 is  confined  only  to  clause  (b),  may  I  read

 clause  (b)  in  its  original  form.  It  said  :

 ‘SProvided  where  the  authority

 empowered  to  dismiss  or  remove

 8  person  or  to  reduce  him  in  rank

 is  satisfied  that  for  some  reason;

 to  be  recorded  by  that  authority

 in  writing,  it  is  not  reasonably

 practical  to  give  to  that  person

 an  opportunity  of  showing  cause.”

 It  is  an  identical  provision  except  that

 the  last  five  words  were  ‘an  opportuni y
 of  showing  cause’.  This  was  there  10
 1950,  Io  .1963,  when  the  Constitution

 was  amended  to  introduce  what  is  called

 ५.  second  opportunity  to  show  cause

 against  the  proposed  penalty,  minor

 verbal  changes  were  made  in  clauses  (a),

 (b)  and  (c),  but  substantially  the  provisions

 were  the  same.  I  will  read  clause  (b)

 as  amended  io  1963.0  -

 ‘‘provided  that  this  clause  sball

 not  apply——--~

 X  x  xX

 (b)  where  the  authority  empowe-

 red  to  dismiss  or  remove  a  person

 or  to  reduce  him  in  rank  is

 satisfied  that  for’some  reason,  to

 be  recorded  by  that  authouity  io

 writing,  it  is  not  reasonably

 practicable  to  hold  such  inquiry.”

 It  is  the  same  provision  in  1963.  In

 1976,  when  the  Constitution  was  once

 again  amcnded.  the  amendment  took  away

 what  is  called  the  Second  show  Cause  notice

 against  the  proposed  penalty,  but  left

 untouched  clauses  (a),  (b)  and  (c).  Again

 for  tbe  record  let  me  read  clause  (b)  after

 the  1976  amendment  :

 ‘*Provided  further  that  this  clause

 shall  not  apply—--—

 x  x  x

 (०)  where  the  authority  empowe-
 160  to  dismiss  of  remove  9  person
 or  to  reduce  him  in  rank  is

 satisfied  that  for  some  reason,  to
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 be  recorded  by  that  authority  in

 writing,  it  is  not  reasonably

 practical  to  hold  such  inquiry  ;”

 Therefore,  Sir,  we  have  done  nothing
 to  clause  (b),  Clause  (b)  has  been  there

 since  1950  and  nobody  before  the  judgment
 in  Tulsi  Rem  Patel’s  case  raised  ‘he

 argument  that  clause  (b)  was  a  draconian

 provision  which  could  be  abused  to  dismies
 orremove  hundreds  and  thousands  and

 millions  of  Government  employees.  In

 fact,  it  did  not  happen,  Before  and  afur

 the  judgment  in  Tulsi  Ram  Patel’s  case,
 clause  (७)  was  the  same.  Between  1950

 and  1985,  in  35  years,  the  record  of  this

 Government,  the  record  of  the  Congress
 Government  barring  two-and  a-half  years  of

 Janata  rule,  did  not  provoke  any  clamour,
 did  not  provoke  any  outcry  that  hundreds

 and  thousands  and  millions  of  Government

 employees  are  being  arbitrarily  dismissed,

 ‘May  ।  ask,  what  is  your  information,  what

 is  your  data  to  say  that  after  Tulsi  Ram

 Patel’s  case  we  are  abusing  clause  (b)  and

 dismissing  hundreds  and  thousands  and

 millions  of  Government  employees  2  This

 is  simply  an  argument  without  any
 factual  basis  whatsoever.  They  are  arguing
 in  a  vacuum.  There  is  no  factual  basis  for

 this  apprehension.  It  is  ‘ot  as  though

 something  has  happened  and  the  Govern-
 ment  has  done  something  or  the  Govern-
 ment  has  introduced  a  new  provision  of

 ‘the  Government  has  made  a  new  interpre.
 tation  which  was  not  there  since  1950.
 The  record  shows  we  have  done  nothing.
 Governments. have  come  and  gone.  Many
 many  eminent  men  occupied  offices  in
 Government  For  a  period  of  2$  years
 we  were  not  in  Government.  Yet,  nothing
 has  happened  to  just:fy  the  argument  that
 this  provision  is  being  abused.  More  so,
 nothing  has  happened  after  Tulsi  Ram
 Patel’s  ‘case  which  would  justify  the

 argument  that  we  are  doing  something
 different  today  than  what  it  was,  before
 1985.

 Then,  Sir,  reference  was  made  to

 Chellappan’s  case.  Chellappan’s  case  has
 no  impact  Upon  Clause  (b)  as  my  hon.
 friend  Shri  Janga  Reddy  will  readily
 concede,  Chellappan  had  to  do  with
 Clause  (a)  In  Chellappan’s  case  the  Court

 did  not  interpret  Article  311  (2)  proviso
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 Clause  (a),  but  interpreted  a  Special  rule  in

 Railway  Services  Rules,  Rule  ”  had
 a  different  language,  viz.  it  had  the  word
 “consider”.  Thefefore,  reference  to

 Chellappan  is  not  relevant  if  I  msy  say
 with  great  respect,  to  this  debate.  The

 question  is  if  Tulsi  Ram  Patel  case  did  not
 introduce  avy  new  principle  of  interpreta-
 tion  regarding  Clause  (b),  is  there  reason
 to  believe  that  this  Government  will  abuse
 it?  My  bumble  answer  is  that  this
 Government  will  not  abuse  it  ;  this
 Government  has  not  abused  it  in  the  past  ;
 this  Government  will  not  abuse  it  in  the

 future.  In  fact,  the  bonafides  and
 earnestness  of  this  Government  has  been
 made  manifestly  clear  by  two  sets  of.
 instructions  issued  after  Tulsi  Ram  Patel’s
 case  on  the  11th  November  1985  and  the
 4th  April  1986.  These  instructions  have
 been  widely  distribu'ed  and  bave  been

 communicated  to  every  office,  every

 department,  every  Ministry.  If  you  will

 pardon  me,  Sir  I  may  take  some  legitimate
 pride  in  drafting  these  instructions.  Jn
 fact  I  sat  down  and  I  drafted  these  instru-
 ctions  myself  to  ensure  that  no  one  would
 take  advantage  of  Clause  (b)  or  for  that

 matter  Clauses  (a)  and  (c).  So  far  as
 Clause  (b)  is  concerned,  Clause  (b)  itself

 says,  and  the  Supreme  Court  judgment
 affirms  it  and  we  have  made  it  very  clear
 in  the  instructions,  that  two  conditions

 precedent  must  be  satisfied.  Firstly,
 whether  it  is  reasonably  practical  io  hold

 an  enquiry  or  not,  is  not  a  matter  of

 subjective  judgment.  This  conclusion
 must  be  reached  on  objective  facts.  As

 every  lawyer  knows,  every  court  knows  the
 test  is  that  of  a  reasonable  man  taking  a

 reasonable  view.  Would  he  reach  the

 conclusion  that  an  enquiry  cannot  be

 conducted ?  That  is  the  test.  We  will
 hold  every  appointing  authority  to  that

 test  and  let  there  be  no  doubt  whitsoever
 about  the  enforeability  of  these  instructions.
 The  second  pre-condition  is  the  authority
 must  record  reasons,  He  must  record
 reasons  on  the  file.  is  a  contemporane-
 oues  record  and  therefore  it  is  not  as  if

 anybody  can  get  away  without  nothing  any
 reasons.  The  Supreme  Court  judgment
 gays  that  the  reasons  need  not  be  communi-
 cated  to  the  delinquent.  In  our  instru-

 ctions  we  say  that  it  is  obligatory  to  record
 the  reasons  on  the  file.  And  we  have  gone

 -  farther  and  said  that  it
 would

 be
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 advisable  to  communicate  these  reasons  to
 the  delinquent,  Invariably,  I  would
 expect  all  the  authorities  who  take  resource
 to  Clause  ह)  not  only  to  record  the  reasoas
 but  to  communicate  these  reasons  to  the
 delinquent  so  that  he  will  know  why  an
 enquiry  has  not  been  held  in  this  case.
 Although  there  is  an  internal  flaw  in  bon.
 Member  Janga  Reddy’s  Bill,  because  be
 now  prcposes  deletion  of  Clause  (०)  but
 he  does  not  propose  deletion  of  Article
 311.0  (3).  You  will  kindly  appreciate  that
 Article  311  (3)  will  not  stand  by  itself
 after  clause  (b)  is  deleted.

 18.00  brs.

 But  then  the  Supreme  Court  has
 Ca‘egorically  said  that  notwithstanding
 Article  311  (3)  the  court  is  not  p-eeluded.
 from  sitting  «in  judgement  over  the
 conclusion  whether  an  inquiry  was
 practicable  or  not.  The  court  had  the
 power,  Therefore,  when  a  delinquent  goes
 before  a  court  and  complains  that  in  his
 case  an  inquiry  has  not  been  conducted
 the  court  has  the  power  to  scrutinise  the
 reasons  and  say  whether  the  inquiry  was
 1ightly  dispensed  with  or  the  inquiry  should
 have  been  conducted.

 There  is  yet  another  safeguard.  The
 Supreme  Court  has  said  that  the  right  of
 appeal  and  the  right  of  revision  are  not
 taken  away  and  in  the  appeal  and  in
 the  revision  tho  delinquent  can  contest
 the  correctness  of  the  decision  of  the
 origina!  authority  to  dispense  with
 the  inquiry.  He  can  say  that  now  the
 situation  has  changed.  May  be  then  the

 Practicability  of  conducting  an  inquiry  was
 in  doubt.  Today  the  situation  bas  changed.
 Calm  and  peace  has  returned.  Please  hold
 8  inquiry  into  the  charges  against  me
 today.  The  appellate  authority  and  the
 revisional  authority  can  take  note  of  that

 argument  and  decide  whether  an  inquiry
 should  be  held  or  not.  The  Supreme
 Court  goes  a  step  further,  If  at  the  stage
 of  appeal  the  same  disturbed  situation
 prevails  the  delinqueat  would  be  entitled
 to  ask  the  appellate  authority  to  posipone
 the  bearing  of  the  appeal  so  that  the  appeal
 will be  beard  after  calm  and  peace  bae
 returped.  There  are  so  meny  safeguards,
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 Witb  all  these  safeguards  Jet  me  assure  you
 and  the  House  that  there  is  no  chance  of

 adybody  being  dismissed  arbitrarily  in
 abuse  of  power  of  without  any  checks  or
 balances  and  without  any  judicial  review.

 We  have  gone  a  step  further.  On  the
 4th  April,  1986,  when  it  was  brought  to

 my  notice  that  it  was  possible  that  some
 authoritiea  may  take  it  into  their  heads
 that  dispensing  with  the  inquiry  means

 dispensing  with  even  the  charge  memo, I
 took  note  of  that  and  issued  supplementary
 instructions  and  I  urge  the  hon,  Member  to

 read  those  instructions.  We  have  clearly
 said  in  those  instructions  that  the  possibi-

 lity  of  holding  an  inquiry  shculd  actually
 spbsist  at  the  time.when  the  conclusion  is

 arrived  at.  .The  authority  should  not

 avticipate  that,  “if  ।  decide  to  issue  a

 charge-sheet  today  ;  if  I  decide  to  call  for

 an  explanation  may  be  30  or  50  days  hence

 a  situation  will  be  created  whe.¢  an  Inquiry
 cannot  be  held  and,  therefore,  I  will  not

 even  issue  the  charge  memo,.”’  That  is

 ruled  out.  We  have  said  at  every  stage
 of  the  inquiry—charge  memo,  explanation,
 oral  inquity,  leading  of  evidence  on  the

 side  of  the  Depattment,  leading  of  evidence

 on  the  side  of  defence,  written  arguments
 and  consideration  at  eyery  Stage  you  must

 decide  whether  it  is  reasonably  practicable
 to  hold  or  contiOve  the  inquiry.  If  at  the

 initial  stage  there  is  no  difficulty  we  have
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 said  you  must  issue  the  charge  memo  and
 may  be  at  a  later  stage  you  may  come  to
 the  conclusion  that  it  Is  not  practicable  to
 hold  an  inquiry.

 Sir,
 the  inttructions  of  11th  November,

 1985-00.  4th  April,  1986  more  than

 adequately  safeguard  the  interests  of  the
 government  servants.  I  do  not  wish  to
 enter  into  any  iengthly  debate  on  the  other
 aspects  raised.  I  assure  the  hon.  Member
 tbat  the  provisions  have  remained  the  same
 Since  1950.  The  Supreme  Court  has  not
 introduced  any  new  principle  of  Jaw.
 Government  have  not  done  anything
 contrary  to  law  or  the  Constitution.  On
 the  contrary  Gavernment  have  come
 forward  with  elaborate  guidelines  and
 instructions  which  more  than  adequately
 Safeguard  the  interests  of  the  Government |
 Servants,  J  would  most  humbly  request
 Mr,  Janga  Reddy  not  to  press  his  Consti-
 tution  amendment  Bill.

 MR.  DEPUTY-SPEAKER :  Mr.  18088
 Reddy,  you  may  speak  next  time.  The
 House  stands  adjourned  to  re-assemble  on
 Monday  at  11.00  A.M.

 18,05  brs.

 The  Lok  Sabha  then  adjourned  ti
 Eleven  of  the  Clock,  on  Monday,
 November  10,  1986/Kartika  19,  1908  (Saka)
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